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The power functions of the Studentized range test and the F-test for comparing the 
means of normal populations in the one-way fixed effects analysis of variance 
model is investigated. The least favourable configurations of population means 
under certain range restrictions of the population means are given. These results 
are important in the calculation of the sample sizes required to guarantee power 
level under the restrictions on the range of the population means. The optimal test 
procedures which maximise the least favourable power under the range restrictions 
of the population means are found for the known variance case. Then the rela­
tions between these optimal tests and the range type tests, sum of square tests are 
pointed out. The problem of comparing several treatment means with a control 
mean is also considered. Finally, these results are applied to the binary data, by 
using the arcsin-root transformation and the asymptotic distribution, for both com­
parison between k Bernoulli responses and comparison between k Bernoulli 
responses and a control Bernoulli response.
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1.1 Simultaneous test procedures
1.2 Partitioning of the alternative hypothesis
1.3 On the chapters to follow
1.1 Simultaneous test procedures
One problem commonly encountered in empirical research is that of the com­
parison of k treatment means, with k > 3. A possible approach to the detection 
of any differences might be to perform C* separate pairwise tests, each at 
significance level a . However, although each individual test in this procedure 
has size a , the significance level for the overall homogeneity hypothesis will be
greater. To cope with this difficulty, various simultaneous test procedures have
been developed for different situations, all of which guarantee the overall 
significance level, for example, Scheffe’s F-test, Tukey’s Studentised range test, 
and Dunnett’s many-one tests. Miller’s celebrated book "Simultaneous statistical 
inference" and Hochberg & Tamhane’s "Multiple comparison procedures" have 
both made a good summary of the procedures available and discuss the latest 
developments in this field.
As with standard hypothesis tests, simultaneous test procedures are con­
strained by error rate considerations, namely, the error rate under the null
hypothesis—the significance level, and the error rate under the alternative 
hypothesis— one minus the power. So far, the research in simultaneous test pro­
cedures has usually concentrated on the former, partly for the reason that it can
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be used to derive simultaneous confidence intervals. As far as the power is con­
cerned, any study is usually much more difficult; this is because the distribution 
under the alternative hypothesis tends to be more complicated than that under the 
null hypothesis. For the power function of the F-test, because under the alterna­
tive hypothesis the test statistic has a non-central F distribution which depends on 
the population means simply through the non-centrality parameter, a large amount 
of work has been available in literature, for instance, Pearson & Hartley (1951), 
Fox (1956), Tiku (1967), Dasgupta (1968) and Kastenbaum, Hoel & Bowman 
(1970). However for the power of the other simultaneous tests, Miller once said; 
"it seems fruitless to pursue this in detail, since the simplest problem of determin­
ing the probability of rejecting the overall null hypothesis under an alternative has 
been solved only for the F and t statistics. This last sentence essentially summar­
izes our knowledge on power for multiple comparisons techniques. The power 
functions of F and t statistics are pretty well known today. Those for the Studen­
tised range, the Studentised maximum modulus, and the many-one t statistics are 
unknown. This is due to the obstacle that the power functions of these latter statis­
tics are not functions of single noncentrality parameters which are simple func­
tions of the theoretical means, as in the case of the F statistic" ( see Miller (1981), 
pl02 ). More than twenty years have passed since Miller said these words, but 
the progress has been, and still is, very slow. To the author’s knowledge, the 
main work available for the power function of the Studentised range test, one of 
the most important simultaneous test procedures, is David, Lachenbruch & 
Brandis (1972) in which they have performed some computer calculations of the 
power of the Studentised range test in certain situations. In this thesis, the power 
properties of some important simultaneous test procedures such as the Studentised 
range test are studied, and some new simultaneous test procedures derived. In 
the following section, some basic notation is introduced.
Suppose the sample X = (Xj ,X2,...,Xk) has distribution F ( x ,0 ,£  ), where
x = (*! ,x2  xk) e R*, and ( 0 , 0  = ( (©i ,02......9r), (Cl .C2...... 0  ) ««
unknown parameters with parameter space 0 x Z  c  Rr xRs. We are interested in 
the parameters 0, while £ are nuisance parameters. Assume @0 is a non-empty 
subset of 0 . Denote the complement of ©0 in 0  by Qa = 0  -  ©0. Con­
sider the ( simultaneous ) hypothesis test problem
the null hypothesis Hq : 0 e 0 O
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against (1.1)
the alternative hypothesis Ha : 0 g  © a  .
A test procedure is to partition the set Q q  R* of all possible values of X ( the
sample space ) into two parts C and Q -  C, such that
X e C => reject Hq ,
X e f l - C  => accept Hq .
So, a test procedure is specified by C, the critical region of the test. A
test statistic is a statistic that is used in defining C.
One can make two types of error in a test procedure :
Type I error : Reject Hq when Hq is true.
Type II error : Accept Hq when Hq is false.
Ideally, we would like both types of error to have probability 0, however this is 
impossible except in trivial cases. We therefore have to content ourselves with try­
ing to keep these error probabilities at an acceptably small level. It is customary, 
to fix the probability of type I error at a preassigned ( small ) level a, 0 < a< l, 
and then to try to minimize the probability of type II error. This fixing of a  at 
small level reflects our confidence in the choice of Hq
For a test with critical region C, the value a  which satisfies : 
sup PQ ( reject Hq ) = sun />e ( X e C )  = a
0G0q 0€0q
is called the significance level ( or size ) of the test. In order to assess the perfor­
mance of the test, once the significance level has been fixed, we need to consider 
the probability of the type II error. If we define :
p(0) = ^o( reject Hq ) = PQ( X g  C ) ,
then as a function of 0, p(0) is called the power function of the test. Notice 
that if 0 g @0 then P(0) is the probability of a type I error, and if 0 e 0 fl 
then P(0) equals 1 - P ( type II error ). Thus minimization of a type II error 
probability over different tests is equivalent to the maximization of P(0) for 
0 g  ©a over different tests.
Theoretically, amongst all the tests with significance level a, we want to 
find the test whose power function p*(0) satisfies
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P*(0) > p(0), for any 0 e Qa ,
where p(0) is the power function of any test with significance level a. Such 
test is called the uniformly most powerful test ( UMPT ). However the UMPT 
does not exist for many hypothesis testing problems, especially for multiple com­
parison test problems. So, we have to content ourselves with some "reasonable" 
test procedures for most multiple comparison problems. In the next section, we 
introduce ideas which will be used to investigate the power properties of the avail­
able test procedures, and also the notion of a maximin test procedure.
1.2 Partitioning of the alternative hypothesis
For any reasonable test procedure for the hypothesis test problem (1.1) at 
significance level a , the power function P(0) will usually be a continuous func­
tion of 0 g  0 . Thus we have
inf P(0) £ sup P(0) = a  (small) .
0 G 0 4 0 € ©o
The magnitude of (3(0), for 0 g  Ha, will also depends on the distance between 
the point 0 and the null hypothesis parameter set ©0, i.e. the further 0 is 
from @0, the larger is its power value. The value p(0) could be as small as a  
when 0 G 0 fl approaches 0 O. The implication of this is that, for those points 
0 g  0 fl very close to ©0, it may be impossible, whatever the sample size, to 
meet some power requirement P(0) > p0 where p0 is a prefixed positive 
number in (0, 1) usually greater than a. So a natural modification is to guaran­
tee the power value only for those 0 g  ©a which are sufficiently far from 0 O; 
in practical situations there would not be any serious problem if we fail to identify 
those points which are close to, but not members of, 0 O. In other words, we can 
partition the alternative hypothesis parameter set S a into two parts, one made 
up of those points which lie sufficiently far from ©0, the other consisting of the 
remaining points of 0 a. Then we guarantee the power value only for those 0 in 
the first part. To partition ©a, we can specify a function d(0, 0 O) which 
measures the distance between 0 and 0 O, and a positive number 80. Then 
partition Oa into the parts :
®50 -  { 0 ’• ©o) ^ S0 } and ©^ = ®a ~ 0 5o>
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i.e. 0 ^  is made of the points whose distance from ©0, as defined by d (0 ,© o), 
is at least 50, and ©§o is made from the remaining points whose distance from 
0 O is less than 50. The power requirement is then guaranteed only for 0 5q. 
Notice that, in this approach to the power, we are interested only in ©Sq 
instead of the whole alternative parameter set. So we call © ^  the 
difference zone, and © ^  the indifference zone ( this is the same notation as 
is used in Bechhofer’s(1954) indifference approach in ranking and selection ).
indifference zone ©go
difference zone ©;
To illustrate the basic idea of the above, it is convenient to take a simple 
case: Let X  ~ N(Q,  1 In), where X  «.an be regarded as the sample mean and n 
as the sample size. 0  = R, ©0 = {0}, S a = © -  ©0 = { 0: 0 ^ 0  }. So, the 
problem is to test
H0 : 0 = 0 against Ha : 0 4= 0.
One possible a-level test has critical region
C = { X : \ G x \ > \ a n ),
where X ^  a /2  quantile of a standard normal distribution. Then the
power function of this test is
p(0) = / ’e ( X € C } = / > 9 { | ^ X | > X CI/2)
= P{ | N t f c  0, 1) | > Xoa }
-'fnQ+’kan
= 1 -  J <p(x) dx.
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where cp(jc) is the p.d.f. of a standard normal random variable. It is easy to see 
that
lim B(0) = a , 
e->e0=o
whatever the sample size n. In other words, for those 0 close to 0o=O, the 
probability of correct classification and thus of rejection of Hq cannot be 
guaranteed to be any greater than the significance level a , no matter how large 
the sample size. Fortunately, it is not of great consequence in empirical research 
if we cannot identify those points whose distance from zero is less than some 
small positive number 80 ( whose magnitude will depends upon the problem 
under consideration ); we guarantee the power value only for those points in 
®8o = ( 0 : |6 | ^ $0 )• Since
—V/T8 o + ^ a/2
inf P(0) = P(80) = 1 -  J cpU) dx ,
0 e S to -VnSo-JW
and as n increases to infinity, the integral
—Vn"8o+Xa/2
j  <p(*) dx
decreases to zero, by a suitable choice of n, we can have
inf p(0) > p0 ,
where p0 is an arbitrary prefixed number in (a , 1). So we can uniformly 
guarantee the required power value for those points in ©§o by picking a 
sufficiendy large sample size.
Through this simple example we can see that, for the proposed null 
hypothesis test problem (1.1), we should carry out the following three main 
steps.
(i) First we need a reasonable test procedure, although we will not usually 
know whether the employed procedure is optimal. Many procedures suitable for 
different situations have already been developed, see for examples, Miller and 
Hochberg & Tamhane’s books. In addition we have developed some new simul­
taneous test procedures, and studied their power properties following the above 
ideas.
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(ii) Secondly the alternative hypothesis parameter set 0 a must be parti­
tioned into two, the difference and the indifference zone, in order to be able to 
guarantee the power of the employed test procedure just for the parameters in the 
difference zone. For this, we need a function <2(0, @0) which measures the dis­
tance between 0 and ©0, thus partitioning ©a into
the difference zone = { 0: d(Q, ©0) > 50 , 0 e @a },
and
the indifference zone ©5o = { 0: <2(0, ©0) < 50, 0 g 0 fl },
where 80 is a prefixed positive number. The choice of this measure function 
depends upon the problem under consideration, and for a single problem there 
may be several possible suitable choices. For example, in the case of testing the 
null hypothesis Hq, the equality of all the k treatment means 
01 = 02 = ... = 0*, against the alternative hypothesis "not Hq", d(Q, @0) 
could take any of the following forms :
dj(0, ©0) = max | 0, -  0 | , 
l<i,j<k
_ _ k
<22(0, ©o) = max | 0X- -  0 |, where 0 = £  0,/fc , 
l <i<k i=1
d3(0, 0 O) = £  (0, -  0)2.
1 = 1
*
Classically, <23(0,©O) = £ (0 j-0 )  *s usec* 'm the literature because of its rela-
i= l
tionship with the F-test ( see chapter 2 ). It would seem logical that the definition 
of <2(0,©o) should not depend on the choice of test procedure, but rather on the 
structure of @0 and ©a and the practical requirements of the experimenter, i.e 
what is the most suitable choice of difference zone for the problem under con­
sideration.
(iii) Thirdly, to guarantee the power value for those 0 in the difference 
zone ©50, i.e. so that
inf P(0) £ Po, (1.2)
where Po is a preassigned positive number in (a, 1). We define the 0 *60^  
which satisfies
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inf |3(0) = P(6*)» (1.3)
0 e e *o
as the least favourable configuration for the difference zone 0 ^ ,  and the 
respective power value as the least favourable power. The least favourable 
configuration usually depends not only on the choice of the difference zone but 
also on the test procedure employed, as does the least favourable power. For the 
given test procedure and given difference zone, the least favourable configuration 
may not be unique, however by its definition the least favourable power can only 
take one value. For those problems for which we can find an explicit form for at 
least one of the least favourable configurations, we can guarantee the power level 
for the difference zone simply by fixing the least favourable power to be no less 
than p0. When we cannot find the explicit form for any of the least favourable 
configurations, it is usually possible to shrink 0 ^  to a subset of itself, 
say, which is known to contain at least one of the least favourable configurations. 
Thus we can guarantee the inequality in (1.2) simply by guaranteeing th a t:
inf p(0) > P0.
0e0^
This can sometimes be done using a numerical search technique.
Steps (i),(ii) and (iii) above constitute the partition approach to the problem 
(1.1). However, notice that for the same problem and the same difference zone, 
different test procedures may have different least favourable powers. If in a prop­
erly defined family of test procedures all with size a , there is a test procedure 
whose least favourable power is no less than the least favourable power of any 
other test procedure in this family, then we call this one the 
maximin test procedure ( of that test family ). Obviously, the maximin test pro­
cedure is the optimal test for our approach in the sense that it guarantees the max­
imum value of the least favourable power in the considered test family. We have 
found the maximin tests for some cases, but in most situations, the maximin test 
procedure is difficult to identify.
1.3 On the chapters to follow
Chapter 2 deals with the two best known simultaneous test procedures, i.e. 
Scheffe’s F-test and Tukey’s Studentised range test, both for comparing k
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treatment means : M-i, 1^2* ... * M-it in a one-way fixed effects analysis of vari­
ance model. We first derive least favourable configurations of the F-test and the
Studentised range test under the distance measure functions max | }i{- -  ji. |1 <i,j<k
^  k
and max | |it -  jl |, where jl = £  n,/fc. Then we develop the method to com-
l<i<k i-i
pute the least favourable powers, in order to calculate the sample size necessary to 
guarantee required least favourable powers for the difference zones
{ |x : max |p.,—u,-| > 80o } and { \l : max 1 ^ —jl| > 50a  }.l<i,j<k 1 <i<k
Finally, in section 2.4, we consider some two-stage sample procedures in order 
to guarantee the power requirement for the difference zones
{ n : max | j j . . - 1  > 80 } and { \L : max ^  50 }.
l<i,j<k 3 l<i<k
In chapter 3, we first derive the least favourable configurations for a general 
family of distributions and a general family of test procedures for comparing k 
treatment means. In the particular case of comparing the means of k independent 
normal distributions with equal known variances, the maximin test procedure is 
found. The relation between this maximin test procedure and the %2-test ( the 
special case of the F-test when the variance is known ), and the range test ( the
special case of the Studentised range test when the variance is known ) is pointed
out.
Chapter 4 is devoted to testing the equality of several proportions. By using 
the large sample property of the arcsin-root transformation and the results of 
chapter 3, a simultaneous test procedure is developed, and a method for comput­
ing the exact size and exact power at the asymptotic least favourable configuration 
is derived.
In chapter 5, we consider the problem of comparing k treatment means with 
a control mean. First, we investigate the power properties of Dunnett’s many-one 
test procedures. By using that property and the arcsin-root transformation again, 
we develop a simultaneous test procedure for the comparison of k treatment pro­
portions with a control proportion.
In chapter 6, we give a summary, and point out some possible directions for 
research in the future.
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Chapter 2
The power functions of the Studentised range test and the F-test
2.1 The Studentised range test and the F-test
2.2 The power functions of the Studentised range test and the F-test
2.3 Design of experiments
2.4 Two-stage sample test procedures
2.1 The Studentised range test and the F-test
Consider the usual balanced one-way fixed effects analysis of variance model
Xij = p(- + By , 1 £ i < k, 1 £ j  < n , (2.1)
where the p.f, 1 <> i < k, are the k unknown population means, and the e,y are 
independently, identically distributed as N{0 ,a 2) random variables for some unk­
nown error variance o2. Define p = ( P i , P2» * * * » P* ) to be the vector of 
the k population means. The sample means of the k populations are given by :
n
Z * (
Xi = — ----  ~ N  ( p,-, c 2/n ), 1 < i < k .n
It is assumed that an estimate 5 2 of o2 is available with the following distribu- 
Xvtion : S 2 ~ a 2 —  for some degrees of freedom v, independent of the k 
sample means 1 < / < k. Usually, the analysis of variance mean square
i t ^ j -  X i f
c 2 _  «=ly=l___________
k (n - l )
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will be used with v = k (n - l) .  We are interested in making inferences on the 
population means p,-, I < i < k, and in particular in testing the null hypothesis
»o • Hi = \h. = • • • = H*
against the general alternative hypothesis of "not H0". We shall consider the 
Studentised range test and the F-test for this null hypothesis; details of these and 
alternative procedures may be found in Hochberg and Tamhane (1987).
The Studentised range test of this null hypothesis operates as follows. Define
( max | Xt -  X: | : 1<i J<k ) <n 
& ,v (H )  =  --------------------------- --------------------------------
_ (^max ~ ^min)
s  ’
where Xmax ( ) is the maximum (minimum) of the k sample means, Xit
1 < i < k. A size a  test is obtained by rejecting the null hypothesis H0 iff
— Qk,v »
where qj?v is the upper a-point of the Studentised range distribution with 
parameters k and v. Such a test has size exactly equal to the nominal value a  
under the null hypothesis H0. The power function of the Studentised range test is
PsOi/o, v ,a ) = P ( G*.v(H) 2  <7*“v )•
Notice that we denote this power function by ps(nVa,v,a) because it depends on 
p. and a  only through p/a  ( see section 2.2 ). It is of great interest to dis­
cover exactly how this power function depends on p, the vector of the k popula­
tion means. However, this dependence is not simple and has hitherto defied inves­
tigation. David, Lachenbruch & Brandis (1972) have made computer calculations 
of this power function under certain configurations of the population means vector 
H-
An alternative method of testing the null hypothesis H0 is to use the F-test 











Then the F-test of size a  is to reject the null hypothesis H0 iff
Alt.vCM’) — Fk-l,v »
where F£_lv  is the upper a-point of the F-distribution with parameters k - 1 
and v. Again this test has size exactly equal to a  under the null hypothesis 
H q . The power function of the F-test is
M h M  v ,a ) = P ( Lk v(ii) > Fk_l v  )
=  P  (  ? k - i .v  (8 ) >  i .v  ) . (2 .2 )
where Fk_l v  (8) denotes a non-central F random variable with non-centrality 
parameter 8 and degrees of freedom k - 1 and v, and






Thus the power function of the F-test depends on the vector of population means 
|l only through the quantity
Mu) = Z (Hi - H)2 • (2.3)
1 = 1
This simple dependence makes the investigation of the properties of the power 
function easy and has allowed the calculation of tables of the power function ( 
see, for example, Fox (1956) and Tiku (1967) ).
In next section we obtain some theoretical results about the power functions 
of the Studentised range test and the F-test, in particular the explicit forms of their 
common least favourable configurations for the two difference zones
{ (i : max | |xf—pE| ^ b 0G } and { p. : max |p ,-p ;| ^ b 0G }.
\<i<k \<i,j<k
In section 2.3 we discuss the problem of designing experiments to meet power 
requirements for these two difference zones. The method to calculate the least 
favourable powers of the Studentised range test and F-test has been presented. 
Some comparisons between the least favourable power of the Studentised range 
test and the least favourable power of the F-test show that neither power function
- 13 -
dominates the other, in the sense that for some sets of population means \i, the 
Studentised range test is more powerful than the F-test, while for other sets of 
population means, the F-test is more powerful than the Studentised range test. In 
section 2.4 we consider the the problem of guaranteeing the power level for the 
difference zones
{ p : max |p t- p |  > b0 } and { : max l ^ - p . l  > b0 }l<i<k 1 <ij<k J
by using two-stage sample procedures.
2.2 The power functions of the Studentised range test and the F-test
In this section we present some theoretical results concerning the power 
functions of the Studentised range test and the F-test.
Notice that the power function of the Studentised range test can be written as 




= 1 -  I p  ^  * «t"v) 4 .,v W  *
5=0
= 1 -  J W(<n\ti<5,<sq£v) f x2/v(s) ds , (2.4)
5=0
where / %2/v (s) is the probability density function of a random variable,
and the function W(Q,c) for 8eR* and ceR  is defined as
m e )  = P (Vi -  Yj\ Z c ; 1 :£ i , j  < * ] ,  (2.5)
and where the Yh 1 <i<k, are independent random variables with
Yi ~ N(Qh  1) , 1 <>i<k . (2.6)
Thus, in order to determine how the power function p$(p/a, v ,a) depends on 
p., it is sufficient to determine how the function W(Qtc) depends on 0, for any
- 14 -
positive real number c. For instance, it is clear that for any ceR,
W(0,c) = W (-0,c) , (2.7a)
W (0+M,c) = W(Q,c) , (2.7b)
W(n(0),c) = W (0,c), (2.7c)
where 1 = (1, • • *,1) g R*, and the operator n permutes coordinates. There­
fore it follows from equation (2.4) that similar properties hold for the power 
function of the Studentised range test, i.e.
|3s (p/a, v ,a ) = P5( -n /a , v ,a) , (2.8a)
p5((fi+M)/a, v ,a ) = p5(ii/a, v ,a) , (2.8b)
p5(7t(ji)/a, v ,a ) = P5(p/a, v ,a ) . (2.8c)
So, reflection of p, about the origin, or shifting or exchanging the coordinates of 
p. will not change the power of the Studentised range test. In fact these three 
properties are also true for the power function of the F-test, as can easily be seen 
from equation (2.3). Thus for the Studentised range test and the F-test, these 
three operations ( or combinations thereof ) will take one least favourable 
configuration to another, provided that the transformed mean vector still belongs to 
the difference zone under consideration.
We now investigate the function W(0,c), which can be written as
W(e,c) = j  g(y-0) dy  , (2.9)
<D
where
w = { y = ( J l . • • ‘O'*) : |y.— yyl £ c ; 1 S i , j  <k } <zRk , (2.10)
and
g(x) = n  9(*/) » (2.H)
/= l
where (p(.) is the probability density function of a N(0,1) random variable.
Theorem 2.1 below enables us to compare the power value of the Studentised
range test for cases in which one set of means p* majorises another set p.. The
definition of majorisation is given in the appendix.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose p., p* e R*, and suppose that the vector p*
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majorises the vector p., i.e. p* »  p.. Then, for all a  > 0, v e N and 
0 < a  < 1, we have
ps (H*/a, v ,a ) £ Pi(n/a, v ,a ).
Proof of Theorem 2.1
It follows from equation (2.4) that in order to prove Theorem 2.1, it is 
sufficient to show that, for all ceR,
p* »  p => W(\L*,c) < W(\L,c). (2.12)
Now, the function g(x) defined in equation (2.11) is well known to be a 
Schur-concave function ( see definition in the appendix ), and the set © defined 
in equation (2.10) is easily seen to be permutation invariant and convex. Thus, 
equation (2.12) follows from equation (2.9) and Theorem A1 and Note A1 con­
tained in the appendix, and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 #
Notice that majorisation applies only to a subset of all possible p., so
Theorem 2.1 cannot be used to compare power for any two mean vectors. How­
ever, the following corollaries to Theorem 2.1 can be used to compare the respec­
tive power values of two sets of means in some cases other than majorisation.
Corollary 2.1 Let p = (px, ... ,p*) e  R* with pj < p2 < ... < p*, and let 
5 = (Sj, ... ,5*) with ^ 82 ^ ^ 5*. Then, for all c  > 0, v e  N and
0 < a  < 1, we have
Ps ((H+8)/a, v,a)  > ps (u/a, v ,a ).
Proof of Corollary 2.1
*  —  -  —  1 *Define p = ( P i+ S j-S  , ... , p*+8*-8 ) where 8 = -  J  8,-. Then,
k i=l
from equation (2.8b) with A,=-8, we have that
Ps ((p+8)/a, v ,a) = P5(p*/a, v ,a ).
Also, we have p* »  p, and so the corollary follows from Theorem 2.1 #
Corollary 2.2 Let p  = (plf ... ,p*) e  R*, and let the real number X > 1. 
Then, we have
Ps(X |i/a , v ,a) > ps (n/a, v ,a ).
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Proof of Corollary 2.2
Follows immediately from Corollary 2.1 with 5t = (^ -1 )^  and using per­
mutation invariance (2.8c) #
Now we are going to present the main results of this section which give the 
least favourable configurations of the power functions of the Studentised range test 
and the F-test for the difference zones
0 6„ s  ( H : *l(n) s  max In,—PI ^  b0 a  } (2.13)l<i<k
_  k
where \x = JT (i,- / k, and
j=i
©i0 = ( n  : b2(\L) s  max |p,—|J..| > bQ a  } , (2.14)
l<i,j<k
with b0 > 0. As we shall see later, the results in this section are special cases of 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 of chapter 3; the proofs in this section, which use 
the log-concavity of W^(0,c) as a function of 0, are different from those in 
chapter 3 however. The definition of log-concavity is given in the appendix. In
order to prove Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, we need the following lemma,
2.1.
Lemma 2.1
(0  W(0,c) is log-concave, i.e. for 0 < a < l,
W( a 8 + ( l-a )0 * , c ) £ W“ (0,c) ^ " “ (O sc).
(ii) W (£  a, e(i),c ) £ H 'teW .c), if <Xi>0,  X  “ , = 1 and
l l
w ^ e^ .c ) = ^ ( 0 (2),c) =. . .  = H 'te ^ .c ) .
(m) W^pO.c) S 1^(0,c), for | p | £ 1.
Proof of Lemma 2.1
(i) From equation (2.9), the function W(Q,c) may also be written as
W(Q,c) = J g*(0,y) dy , (2.15)
R*
where the function g*(0,y) is log-concave in (0,y)eR2* (see, for example, 
Eaton (1987) p.79 ) and is given by
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«*(0,y) = ia(y) g(y -  6)
where /©(y) is the indicator function of the convex set 00. Then (i) follows 
from the equation (2.15) and Theorem A2 in the appendix.
(ii) By noting the condition that W(0(1\ c )  = W(0(2\ c )  = ... = W(0(m),c),
(ii) follows from (i) by induction on m.
(iii) Notice that since —r^*0 + —— (—0) = p0, property (ii) above and 
(2.7) imply (iii) #
Now we are in the position to give the main results. First, Theorem 2.2 
shows that for the difference zone 0^o, the least favourable configuration of 
population means for the Studendsed range test has exactly k- 1 means equal, 
with the remaining mean chosen so that b\ (p.) = b0 o.
Theorem 2.2 Let pf = (0, ... , 0, kb0o /(k-l))  e R*. Then for any real 
number b0 > 0,
inf p5(p/cj, v ,a ) = P ^ p f/a , v ,a ).
^€0‘o
Proof of Theorem 2.2
To prove the theorem, we only need to prove that for any real number 
c £ 0 and b > 0
(0) s  max 10:—01 > b => W(0,c) < W(Qt,c),
1 <i<k
where 0f = (0, ... ,0, kbl(k-1)). Without loss of generality, we suppose that
fcj(0) = Qk -  0 = b > b. Let 0(,), i = 1 ,...,(£-1)! denote the vectors obtained
from 0 by permuting the first k- 1 coordinates 0^, ..., 0*_i and leaving the
I k- 1
last coordinate 0* in place. Let 0* = £  0f, so that
i= 1
e* -  = (0*_  = * - r
Now by properties (2.7b) and Lemma 2.1, it follows that for any ceR 
^(O.C) £ W( £  e<*> . c )
= w (  ( 8 * . e*, e*), c )
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= w( (o o, e*-©*), c )
= W '((0,..„ 0 , - ± - b ) , c )  
k - l
< w( (0,..., o, - r r b ) ,  c )
k - l
= w ( o  r , c ) .
This is exactly what we want. So, the proof is completed #
The following theorem, Theorem 2.3, shows that the least favourable 
configurations of the F-test for the difference zone @^ o are exactly as those of 
the Studentised range test.
Theorem 2.3 Let p.* = (0, ... , 0, kb0 G / ( k - l ) )  e  R* as in Theorem 2.2. Then 
for any real number b 0 > 0,
inf PF(n/a, v,a) = v,a).
Proof of Theorem 2.3
It follows from equation (2.2) and the well known fact that
P ( Pk-\,\ (5) ^  f “_ iiV ) increases as 5 increases, that in order to prove 
Theorem 2.3 it is necessary only to show that, under the condition hi (p.) > bQG,
82 = 4 -  £  (Mi- M)2cr ,=i
attains its minimum value at |if. It is easy to see this minimum will be attained 
at some |X which satisfies ^ (p )  = b0G. So, the problem becomes to minimise 
k - 2X  (p ,-p ) under the condition ^ (p )  = b0G. This is easy to establish by cal-
i=i
cuius methods, and we do not fill in the details here #
Now we turn our attention to the difference zone 0 ^ .  Theorem 2.4 shows 
that for this difference zone, the least favourable configuration of population 
means for the Studentised range test has k - 2  means chosen to be 0, with the 
other two means chosen to be -bG/2  and ha/2 respectively.
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Theorem 2.4 Let \l2 = ( -b 0Gl2, 0, ... , 0, bQG/2) e R*. Then for any real 
number b0 > 0,
inf ps (ii/a, v ,a ) = P^dxJ/cr, v ,a ).
Proof of Theorem 2.4
If we can prove that for any real number c > 0 and b > 0
b2 (0) s  max 10,-0,! > ^ => W ( Q , c )  <  W ( Q 2 f c )  ,
1 <i,j<k
where 02 = (~b/2, 0, ... , 0, b/2), then the theorem will follows. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that b2(Q) = 0* -  0i = b > b. Let 
0^ \  i = l,...,(fc -2)! denote the vectors obtained from 0 by permuting the 
middle k- 2 coordinates 02, 0*_i and leaving the first coordinate, 01? and
_ i k-l
the last coordinate, 0*, in place. Let 0ljt = £  Then by properties
i-2
(2.7b) and Lemma 2.1, it follows that for any ceR,
W {  e ,  C )  £  W (  2  e ( , \  c )
= W^( (0j ,  ©i*, 0j t , 0*), c )
^ ( 01, 01*, . . . , 0u , 0t ) +
~2 ( _ ®*’ - 0U> •••> ~01 k’ _ 0l) )> c )
= W{ ( - ^ 5 ,  0 ,...,0 , j b ) , c )  
< W( i - j b ,  0 ,...,0 , ± b ) ,  c )
= W (6j , c ) .  
Thus, the proof is finished #
The following theorem shows that the F-test has exactly the same least 
favourable configurations as those of the Studentised range test for the difference 
zone ©i0.
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Theorem 2.5 Let \l2 = ( -b Qo/2, ... , 0, b0o/2) e R*, as in Theorem 2.4. 
Then for any real number b0 > 0,
inf pF(ji/a, v ,a ) = pF(*iJ/a, v ,a ).
^ e*20
Proof of Theorem 2.5
For the same reasons as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, in order to prove 
Theorem 2.5 it is necessary only to show that under the condition b2{\i) > b0a,
82 = 4 -  £  ( f t -  p>2<r i=i
attains its minimum value at \i2. Again, this problem is obviously equivalent to 
k -  2minimising £  under the condition b2(\i) = &oa - This is easy to estab-
i=i
lish, and we omit the details here #
Theorem 2.2 to Theorem 2.5 have solved the problem of the least favour­
able configurations of the Studentised range test and F-test for the difference zones 
0 ^  and @£o. For the difference zone
= { H : M u) = £  (H, -  fi)2 5 b0a  } , (2.16)i=l
it is obvious that the least favourable configurations of the F-test are 
{ p. : &3O1) = b0o  }, but for the Studentised range test, this problem is not as 
yet clear. Kunert (1988) proved that for k=3, the least favourable configurations 
of the Studentised range test for @|o satisfy two of the population means are 
equal, and the third mean is chosen to meet the condition b3(|i) = bQo. An 
interesting result of Wald (1942) shows that for all tests of the null hypothesis 
H0 which have the same size, the F-test maximises the average power over 
"sphere" surfaces { |i : b3(\i) = b }, b > 0, on which &F(p.) is constant. So, 
if we define to be a family of tests of size a with the power function of each 
test satisfying :
power function ( Xp.) > power function (|i)
for X>1, then the F-test would be the maximin test in the test family 'F for the 
difference zone 0 ^Q.
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In the following section we use the results of this section to show how to 
design an experiment to meet certain power requirements.
2.3 Design of experiments
In this section we discuss how to design an experiment which guarantees a
certain level of power against a specified set of "alternative" population means
|X = (|Xj ,• • Mijt)- One way to do this is to specify a function b(\L) > 0 which 
measures the "variability" of the population means p.;, 1 < i < k. Examples of 
such functions are the &i(p), b2(\i) and b3(p.) defined in equations (2.13), 
(2.14) and (2.16). The experimenter then specifies a positive constant bo > 0 
and a power level p, a < p < 1, and requires that a test of size a of the null 
hypothesis H0 (that the k population means are all equal), have power no less 
than P whenever b{p.) > c&0> i*e.
b(\i) > cb0 =» p(p.,a,v,a) > P, (2.17)
where p(p.,a,v,a) is the power function of the test procedure being used. The 
problem of experimental design is then to find the smallest sample size n for 
which (2.17) holds. This is guaranteeing the power value of the test to be no 
less than P for the population means in the difference zone
= { p.: b(\i) > b0G }; this can be established by finding the smallest sample 
size n such that p(p.,a,v,a) > p at the least favourable configuration of popu­
lation means for the difference zone .
For the F-test it is natural to use the measure function &(p) = Z?3(p), given 
in equation (2.16), since the power function p (^p./o, v,a) depends on the popu­
lation means p. only through the quantity b3 (p). Notice that the F-test is the 
maximin test in the test family *F ( defined at the end of last section ) for the 
difference zone ©j}0, so we should use the F-test preferentially if we want to 
guarantee the power level for the difference zone ©jj0. The least favourable 
configuration in this case is the set of all vectors of population means p such 
that bF(p.) = b0G; tables of the power function have been calculated which 
allow the necessary sample size n to be determined in order to guarantee the 
probability requirements.
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However, it seems more intuitive to use &i(p) and b2(\\) as the measure­
ments of the variability of the population means p.; since neither the F-test nor 
the Studentised range test has been proved to be the maximin test for the 
difference zone or @£o it is of great interest to compare the least favourable 
power of the F-test and the Studentised range test for both the difference zones in 
order to assess the merits of these two tests in these cases. In the following sec­
tion, we begin by comparing the least favourable power of the F-test and the Stu­
dentised range test for the difference zone ®lQ.
From Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, the F-test and the Studentised range 
test attain their least favourable power in the difference zone 0 o^ at the same 
configuration of the population means, i.e. the least favourable configuration 
Jij1 = (0, ... , 0,kbQc/(k - \) )  where b0 > 0. So, the least favourable power of 
the Studentised range test for the difference zone ©£o, PsQijVa, v ,a ) can be 
calculated from equation (2.4) with
= p  [ i r . - r , !  <V 7?£v , i s / , ; ; ;* ]
= ..., r*_, <; 7?*%)
+ ( * - 1) p  s  r 2 yk <; Y ^ J I q ^  ]
OO
= J y (x -b 0kJn/(k-l))  [<£(*+V7<?£v)-0(;c)]*_1 dx
— oo
OO
+ ( k - l )  f  <f(x)[O(x+'I7q^v) - 0 ( x ) ] k- 2 x
—  OO
\®(x+^qjj*v- b 0fc{n/(k-l))-®(x-bQlcfn/(k-l))] dx , (2.18)
where the Yt are independent random variables with the following distributions
Ti, ... , Yk_x ~ Af(0,l), Yk ~ N (b k fc / (k -1),1),
and cp(*) and <!>(•) are respectively the p.d.f. and c.d.f. of the standard nor­
mal distribution. Equation (2.18) with v= k(n -l)  allows us to calculate the
least favourable power of the Studentised range test for the difference zone ©^
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for specified b0, a  and n. In fact, the calculation involves only a two dimen­
sional numerical integral by using the NAG routine for
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 present some examples of the least favourable 
power level for b0=0.5 and £>0 = 1.0 respectively, for a=0.05, k -3 ,  ... , 8 
and a selection of sample sizes n between 5 and 50. For example, if a power 
level of at least 0.90 is required for an experiment with k -3  populations, then 
over 35 observations are required from each of the three populations with 
bQ= 0.5, but 10 observations from each of the three populations will suffice with 
fc0 = 1.0. Unfortunately, many of the critical points <?“v of the Studentised range 
are not tabulated, and so in the preparation of Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 it was first 
necessary to calculate the critical points required. A computer program has been 
developed which enables these power calculations to be made for general 
b , a ,  k, and n.
The calculation of the least favourable power of the F-test for the difference 
zone @^ o can also be done by a two dimensional numerical integral. There are, 
in fact, many calculation methods available in the literature, see for example Tiku 
(1967). It is interesting to compare the power levels of the Studentised range test 
and the F-test under their common least favourable configuration of population 
means for the difference zone @lQ. Such a comparison is presented in Table 2.3 
for a=0.05 and certain values of k, b0, and n\ the values of the power of the 
F-test being taken from Tiku (1967). Clearly there is very little difference 
between the two power functions, the only differences of any magnitude being for 
"intermediate" values of the parameter b0 since when &0=0 both power func­
tions are equal to a , and for large b0 both power functions approach 1. The 
indications are that for k -3  and 4, the F-test is very slightly more powerful, but 
for larger numbers of populations k, the Studentised range test is more powerful. 
In fact, for a=0.05, £=10, and n=7, the power of the Studentised range test 
may exceed the power of the F-test by as much as 0.07.
We now turn our attention to the difference zone ©20. Pearson & Hartley 
(1951) considered the upper and lower bounds of the range max | when
l </£ J
n k -the non-central parameter of the F-test, 82 = —  was fixed, and then
cr /=i
used these bounds as indications of the differences among the treatment means for 
that specific 52 value. The upper bound for different 82 has been tabulated in
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Kastenbaum, Hole & Bowman (1970), together with the respective power value 
of the F-test. A computational investigation of the power function of the Studen­
tised range test at what is in fact the least favourable configuration for 0 2o has 
been performed before by David, Lachenbruch & Brandis (1972), but a proof of 
the least favourable configuration has not been given. Our Theorem 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.5 show that for the difference zone 0^o, the least favourable 
configuration of the Studentised range test and the F-test have the same form, 
M-2 = ( t>QO/2,, 0, ... , 0, b0o/2). So, the least favourable power of the Studen­
tised range test Ps(p.2/a » v ,a ) may be calculated from equation (2.4) with
= P (iK i-ryl £ ^ “v , l< i,7 < * ]
= p [ yIc < Y 1 <,Yk+ ^ q ^
+ (k -2 ) p  [ y 2 <. Ylt  y3 Yk <, r2+V79t“v ]
+ P ( r ,  < Y2, ... , Yk < Yl +'Isq£v )
OO




+ (k-2) j  (p(x)\0(x+^lsq^v) - ^ ( x ) ] k~3 x
— oo
[< D (.x + V 7 - b 0^/2)-< Z(x-b0^ /2 ) ]  x
[0 (jc+V7 +b0'fnf2)-<b(x+b0'Jn/2)] dx
oo
+ J (p(*+fc0V/T/2) [0(jc+V 7^v)-0 (jc )]fc-2 x
[O(x+VF^“v- ^ 0Vjr/2)-O (jc-^0V^T/2)] dx , (2.19)
where the T, are independent random variables with the following distributions
Y1 ~ N (-b 0^ l 2 , l ) ,  Y2y ... , Yk_x ~ N(0,1), Yk ~ N(b0^ l 2 , l ) .
Equation (2.19) with v = £ (n -l)  allows us to calculate the power of the Studen­
tised range test at the least favourable configuration \i2 for specified b0, a  and 
n. Again this calculation involves only a two dimensional numerical integral by 
using the NAG routine for O(’).
Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 present some examples of this power level for 
&o=0.5 and &0=1.0 respectively, for a=0.05, k - 3, ... , 8 and a selection of 
sample sizes n between 5 and 50. Again, a computer program has been 
developed which enables these power calculations to be made for general b0, a, 
k, and n.
Again we can compare the power levels of the Studentised range test and the 
F-test under their common least favourable configuration for the difference zone 
0 ^ .  This comparison is presented in Table 2.6 for a=0.05 and certain values 
of k, b0, and n, the values of the power of the F-test being taken from Tiku 
(1967). The indications are similar to those of Table 3 in that for k=3 and 4, 
the F-test is very slightly more powerful, but for larger numbers of populations k, 
the Studentised range test is more powerful.
In this section, since the experiment is designed as a one sample procedure, 
it is necessary to state the difference zones ®lQ and in terms of the unk­
nown variance a. This may be avoided only by using a two-stage sample pro­
cedure in which examination of the first sample indicates what sample sizes are 
required in the second stage to guarantee the probability requirements. The next 
section is devoted to the study of some two-stage sample procedures.
2.4 Two-stage sample test procedures
In this section we consider the problem of guaranteeing the power for the 
difference zones
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s  ( )*• : (H)=max | - ( i | >60 }
1<J<<
and
©*„ = ( H : M ^ )= ,max | ^ - | i ; |>&0 }.l<i,j<k
In many practical situations, an experimenter may want to guarantee the power for 
the difference zones or ©20 rather than 0 ^  or ©£o, since in the latter 
two the nuisance parameter a  is involved. For this purpose, a fixed sample size 
test procedure will not work, because for a sample of fixed size there does not 
exist a nontrivial test procedure for the null hypothesis H0 : (x1=...=jj.ik whose 
power is independent of the nuisance parameter o  ( see Stein (1945) ). To cope 
with this difficulty, two-stage sample simultaneous test procedures are needed. 
Healy (1956) studied some two-stage sample procedures mainly for the purpose of 
obtaining simultaneous confidence intervals by developing the ideas of Stein 
(1945). In the following, we first derive two two-stage sample test procedures 
whose power functions depend only on p = (m , ... , p*), find out their least 
favourable configurations for the difference zone 0 o^ and @*,o, and the method 
of calculating their respective least favourable powers. Then we introduce two 
other two-stage sample test procedures whose power functions, although dependent 
on the nuisance parameter o, dominate the power functions of the previous two 
test procedures. As we will see, the least favourable configurations of the latter 
two test procedures for the difference zones S bo and ®bo are the same as those 
of the previous two test procedures, thus a lower bound on the least favourable 
power of the latter two test procedures can be obtained as the least favourable 
power of the previous two.
We still consider the one-way fixed effects analysis of variance model (2.1)
Xy = Pi + Ey , l£i<k, y = l, 2 ........
Notice that instead of taking one sample of fixed size n from each of the k popu­
lations, this time the total sample size we take from each population is a random 
variable. At the first stage, we take Hq (non-random) observations from each 
population, and obtain an estimate, S 2, of the variance a 2 by
S2 = - I Z  ( Xy - Xi  )2, Xi  = — 2  Xy ,  l < i < k  (2.20)
v ;=i j=i no J=i
where v=/t(«Q-l). Define N  by
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c2
N  = max{ [— ]+ l,n o + l } , (2.21)z
where z is some previously specified positive constant and [<z] denotes the 
largest integer less than or equal to a. Then at the second stage we take a sample 
of size N-riQ from each population
no+2 » ••• » ^iN  » 1 —i—k,
and choose real numbers ai9 i= l, ... , N  in such a way that
al -  a2 ~ ••• ~ 4
N
£  a i =  1 •
i=l
S2 £  a} = z . 
i=l
This is clearly possible since N > n0 + 1 and
nun £  a? = by (2 .21) ,
t=l ™ S
the minimum being taken subject to the conditions
N





T l i = ^ - ^ =  = • (2-22)
The basis of this sampling procedure is the following lemma, which gives the 
joint distribution of T] = ( H i T ^ ) .
Lemma 2.2 For the above sampling procedure, Tj has the same joint distribu­
tion as
S2where ^ , ... , ^  are i.i.d. N(0, 1) random variables independent of as
a2
defined in (2.20) which has a %2/v distribution.
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Proof of Lemma 2.2
Under the condition that 52 is given, we have
t
- 7====. ISiS* are i.i.d. N(0, ■ ).
\ S 2/a2 S2/a2
In order to prove the lemma, we only need to show that the same statement is 
also true for = (t^ i.e. under the condition that 5 2 is given :
r|i (1 <i<k) are i.i.d. N(0, 1 ).
5 2/a2
Notice that under the condition that 5 2 is given, iV and a,* (1 <i<N) are then 
also fixed. So, it is easy to see from (2.22) that the r j( l< i< & )  are indepen­
dent and normally distributed with
1 N
E rji = 0, Varr[i = — £  a fc 2 = a 2/S2. 
The proof is thus finished #
z ;=i
Now we investigate two test procedures of the null hypothesis H0, which 
are based on the above sampling procedure. First, the range type test procedure 
operates as follows. Define
N N
max | 'Z a rX ir- ' £ a sXjs | 
is.,ys t r=1 J=1
A size a  test is then obtained by rejecting the null hypothesis H0 iff
Q * tfgv , (2.23)
where qj?v is the upper a-point of the Studentised range distribution with
parameters k and v. Since under the null hypothesis H0 :
N N
max | &r i^r ~ X  as^js I1 <i,j<k r_j s_ j
2   ----------------- p --------------= max Tif-Tiy ,Vz l<i,j<k 1
this, as follows from Lemma 2.2, has a Studentised range distribution with
parameters k and v. So, the test defined by (2.23) has size exactly equal to
a . The power of this test procedure is
Pe (jl,«0 ,z) = P ( f i 5  <7*“v }
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““ J  ' L arX i r ~ 'L a sKjs I
=  ^    2  <7*“ v )
(ZX i^r-Hi) -
r» r I r=1 J=1 . K/ I ^ a i= P{ max I -------------------p -------------------+ — I > qg }
\ Z  Vz
P{ max | Ti.-ri + -^7 ^ -  I 2= q£v )
l<i , j<k J \ Z
=  ™a.x . I +  ~  <7“ v 1l<i , j<k S S 2!<52 V2
= 1 -  P{ max | - r = =  + I £ <7*“v }i<i,y<* Vs2/a2
OO £  K
= 1 -  J P{ max | - '■ ~  + i l l J l l  | <; q? } f %iN(s) ds (2.24)
si 0 lSi.ySi Vi Vz "
where the fifth equation above follows from Lemma 2.2, and f xiN(s) is the pro­
bability density function of a %2N  random variable. So, the power function 
Pg(H»wo»z) is clearly independent of the nuisance parameter a 2. Furthermore, 
notice that
p  1 I '7 r L +  ^ 7 ^  I ^  9 “ v 1
= P{ max | ) | S )
l<i j<,k J VZ
= W(0 ,c) , (2.25)
where W^B.c) is defined in (2.5) and (2.6) with
6/ = Hi l<i<k, c = V7 <jr£v . (2.26)
We have the following theorem about the least favourable configuration of this
test procedure for the difference zones @^ o and @^ o.
Theorem 2.6
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(i) Let p.j = (0 ,. . . ,0 ,^ 0/(^~^))€^ *  Then for any real number b0>0,
inf Pg(M-,«o>z) = Pg^Pi »wo>z)*
(ii) Let p,2 = (-bo/2,Q,...,0,bo/2)eRk. Then for any real number bo>0,
inf PG(|X,w0»z) = Pg(P2»wo»z)- 
M&n,
Proof of Theorem 2.6
The proof follows immediately from equations (2.24), (2.25), (2.26) and the 
proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.4. The details are omitted here #
The calculation of the least favourable power of the test procedure for the 
difference zones S bo and ®bo, pg(p.j ,n0 ,z) and PgCp^ >n0’z) can be carried 
out following equations (2.24) and (2.25) with W(Q,c) being expressed in the 
same way as in equation (2.18) or (2.19) respectively. So, again a two dimen­
sional numerical integral is involved.
As with the one sample case, an alternative test procedure, a two-stage sam­
ple F type test, can be derived and which operates as follows. Define
Then a size a  test based on L is to reject the null hypothesis H0 iff
L 2 F t  1>v ,
where Fj*_i v is the upper a-point of the F distribution with parameters k - l  
and v = k(n0- l ) .  This test has size exactly equal to a  since under the null 
hypothesis H0
1 ■ T ik  k ’u' ' ,>2 ■
which, as follows from Lemma 2.2, has a F distribution with parameters k and 
v. The power of this test procedure, pL(p,n0 ,z) satisfies
l - f o ( \ L ,n 0,z) = P { L Z F ? _ 1'V }
=  P {
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* n - i . v )
: 1r -
^  J j ^  <-
= PI - r p r r  Z  [ ( - 7 = = + ^ )  -  | i ( - ?i = + :^ ) ] 2 <; F t i . v  )
(*-1) /=1 Vs2/C2 ^  k i= i vS2/a2
' l F ' - ^ E  b 'S ’+ t >  -  s  ' * ■ - 1
x / Xv2/V(*y) ^  » (2.27)
i
where f x2/v(s) is the probability density function of a %J/v random variable, 
and ^1,^2>•••>£* ^  as defined in Lemma 2.2. So, the power function
Pl (H,wo»z) is independent of the nuisance parameter c. Furthermore, notice 
that
Pf 1 V  ft i 1 * V f  ^Z i ^z VI2 ^ F a 1
(* - D  S  [ ( V 7 + V ? ) it,? 1( VF+ VF)] S * M -V }
= *>( ^  i  E&+VT h) - s * ^ i . v )
= /’ { P Y  X?-i(6) s  * f*“ I.v ) . (2.28)
where X?-i(5) denotes a non-central x2 random variable with non-centrality 
parameter 8 and degree of freedom k - l ,  and
52 = -  Z  (Hi-fi)2 with p = y E H , • (2-29)
1 t=l K 1=1
We have the following results about the least favourable configurations of this test
procedure for the difference zones and Qbo.
Theorem 2.7
(i) Let p-j = (0,...,0,&ft0/(fc-l))eR*. Then for any real number bQ>0,
inf P^Oi .hq.z) = pL(fli ,«o>z)-
(ii) Let p,2 = (-^o/2 ,0 ,...,0 ,^0/2)gR^. Then for any real number b0>0,
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inf PtQi.flo.z) = PiXfcz-no.z)-
i“ H
Proof of Theorem 2.7
Notice the fact that the right tail probability of a non-central %2 random 
variable increases when the non-centrality parameter increases. Theorem 2.7 fol­
lows immediately from equations (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) #
The calculation of the least favourable power of the above test for the 
difference zones ®lQ and ©2o can be done by using equations (2.27), (2.28) 
and (2.29), again involving only a two dimensional numerical integral. In fact
P{ - j ^  X?-i(8) S i f t i , ,  )
= PI X l 2 + [ m i ) ] 2 *  (* -1 ) S Pk-l,v )
OO
= f P{ (k-2)x  + DV(8,1)]2 <; ( k - l )  sF?_hv ) Ak- 2)(x) dx
x-0
A(s)
= f P{ [ m i )]2 < B(x,s) } 2/(t_2)U) dx
x=0
A(s)
= J { <X>( M B ( x , s ) ) -  0 ( 5-^ B (x ,s ) ) ) 2/(*_2)00 »
jt= 0
where Xk-2 denotes a central x2 random variable with k -2  degrees of free­
dom, and
A(s) = -^ 5 ^ -  * FIL,.v, B(x,s) = (k-l)sF?_ 1>v -  (* -2)x.
So, by using the NAG routine for <X>(), the power calculation is only a two 
dimensional numerical integral.
In the above two test procedures, the first stage sample size, nQy and, the
constant z which controls the sample size of the second stage, must be chosen.
Some specific guide lines for choosing nQ are discussed in Moshman(1958) and
Seelbinder(1953). For the chosen value of n0, z is then chosen to guarantee the
~ 1 ~ 9
required power level for the difference zone 0 ^  or 0 ^ .
In preceding section we have derived two two-stage sample simultaneous test 
procedures whose power functions are independent of the nuisance parameter a, 
and solved the problem of guaranteeing the power value for these two test
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procedures for the difference zones 0^o and S%Q. But the definitions of these 
two test procedures involve the real ( random ) numbers a* ,a2,"-,aN, whose 
choice is somewhat subjective, and make these tests not intuitively acceptable to 
an experimenter. Furthermore, these two tests waste information in order to 
make the power function strictly independent of a. So in the following, we intro­
duce two other test procedures, calling them the two-stage sample Studentised 
range test and the two-stage sample F-test both of which are more intuitive than 
the previous two tests. Although the powers of the two-stage sample Studentised 
range test and F-test both depend upon the nuisance parameter a, their values are 
in fact no less than those of the previous two tests respectively. Healy (1956) 
used these two test statistics for obtaining simultaneous confidence intervals.
After drawing the first sample of size nQ from each population and getting 
the estimate S 2 of the variance G2 as before, we define
c2
N  = max{ [— ]+ 1 ,/Iq } (2.30)z
instead of the N  defined in (2.21). Then we draw a second sample of size 
N -n 0 from each population





We now have the following lemma analogous to Lemma 2.2, which gives the 
joint distribution of £ = (£i ,£2»••♦»£*)•
Lemma 2.3 For the above sampling procedure, £ has the same joint distribution 
as
, Si f a  %
W  w  W
S2where are i.i.d. N(0, 1) random variables independent of —■— as
a2
defined in (2.20) which has a %2/v distribution as before.
'In s2
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Proof of Lemma 2.3
As the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2, it is omitted #
Now we investigate the two-stage sample Studentised range test of the null 
hypothesis / /0, which operates as follows. Define
n  ft
max I |
_ ISM** r=l j=l
V w s2
A size a  test is obtained by rejecting the null hypothesis H0 iff
Q  *  <ik,v .
where qjjfv has the same meaning as before. Since under the null hypothesis H0
ft ft 
max | ’Z x ir -T .x js I
l<i , j<k  __i  __i
Q = -------------------------------- I Ci-Cj I .
this, as follows from Lemma 2.3, has a Studentised range distribution with 
parameters k and v. So, this test has size exactly equal to a. The power of 
this test procedure is
P g C H . a . / i o . z )  =  P {  Q  £  q £ v  )
m n
max | t lx ir - 'L xjs I
1 <i,j<k i i
= / , { —
max | 2 (Xir- n i) - £ ( X j i -n -) + iV(nf-H;) |
1 £ ,.,£k  r=i J=1________________________
I rz---r- — 1
V jvs2
= P{ max | Ci-C- + Vw/52(n,—Hy) I ^ <?“v )
l < i j < k  J J
= P{ max | J Q L  + < ^Js2(ii i- n j ) | ;> }
i<ij<* Vs2/g2
= 1 -  />{ max | - t = =  + Vw/S2(n ,-n  ) | < <7*“v ) 
l <i,j<k i s 2 / a 2
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1 -  f P{ max IJ . u ;  iVt
X * (2.31)
1 -  f P{ max I
J _ 1 < ; lr
\ i~ \ j  ^  M-f—M-y
= |3Q(H,n0,z) ,
where the fifth equation above follows from Lemma 2.3, while the inequality fol­
lows from the fact that
and the property (iii) of Lemma 2.1. So, the power function ,nQtz)
clearly depends upon a  from equation (2.31). But a lower bound of 
]3g(|i,a,AZo,z) can be obtained as pg(p.,«o>z) which is independent of a. 
From equation (2.31) it is also easy to see that the following theorem is true.
Theorem 2.8
(i) Let p.j = (0 ,...,0 ,kb0/ (k - l ) )e R k. Then for any real number b0>0,
in/ i  M * l ’'I0’z) = Pfl(fLi»wo»z)-
(ii) Let p.2 = (-bo/2>0,...,0,b0/2)eRk. Then for any real number b0>0,
inf p^(|X,no,z) = Pq(P-2»,io*z) ‘ 
tLee„Q
Thus, in order to guarantee the power of the two-stage sample Studentised 
range test for the difference zone @£o ( /= 1 or 2 ) to be no less than the 
prefixed number p e (a , 1), we only need to guarantee pg(p/,rt0>z) ^ P> by 
decreasing z for the selected n0. Hochberg & Lachenbruch (1976) considered 
the problem of guaranteeing the power of the two-stage sample Studentised range
by (2.30) ,
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test for the difference zone @£0, but they failed to give a proper proof of the 
least favourable configuration. Some numerical examples can be seen in their 
paper.
Alternatively, the two-stage sample F-test operates as follows. Define
Then a size a  test based on L is to reject the null hypothesis H0 iff
where F “_l v is the upper a-point of the F distribution with parameters k - l  
and v = k(riQ-l). This test has size exactly equal to a  since under the null 
hypothesis H0 :
which, as follows from Lemma 2.3, has a F distribution with parameters k and 
v. The power of this test procedure, P£(p.,a,«0,z) satisfies
1 -  p£(*i,a,rto>z) = P{ L <, F£_lv  }
1 k 1 N i k N
= p ( TTTT Z  ( - 7 = Z X.7 "  —7 = f Z Z * « )  ^ F?_j v }(*-D i=i 'J n S *  J t i  1 k ^ N S 1  /= iy7 i '
= P{ 7 7 3 7 7  Z [(Ci+H.VM1) - S liV }
V* J=1 K 1=1
_  D , 1 A  r( 5 i , A  I  N /G 2
( * - 1) .? !  [  V s W  S^/O 2 }
s  **“ I.v } X / x > (s) &  (2.32)
" J o 7,1 ( t 1 *) ,? i  C(^ + ”  I , ? / v f + T )]2 s F “- ' ' v 1
x ZxJ/vC'5) *
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= 1 -  pL(n,rt0,z) >
where the fourth equation above follows from Lemma 2.3, while the inequality 
follows again from the fact that
increases as the non-centrality parameter increases. So, the power function 
also clearly depends upon a  from equation (2.32). But a lower 
bound of P£(h,g,Ho>z) can be taken as PL(p.,rt0,z) which is independent of
a. From equation (2.32) we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9
(i) Let p.} = (0,...,0,&fc0/(£-l))eR *. Then for any real number b0>0,
inf p£(p,a,/i0>z) = P£(p.i,a,n0>z).
(ii) Let P-2 = (-fro/2,0,...,0,ho/2)eR*. Then for any real number bo>0,
inf P£(^ ,a ,/i0,z) = P/;(P2>or»'Io>z)-
Thus, we can guarantee the power of the two-stage sample F-test for the 
difference zone S lbo ( /= 1 or 2) to be no less than the preassigned number 
p e (a , 1) by simply guaranteeing pL(p*,«0»z) -  P- This can be done by 
decreasing z for the selected n$ following the calculation formulas (2.27),
(2.28) and (2.29). We do not go into the details here.
by (2.30) ,
and the property that the right tail probability of the non-central %2 distribution
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Table 2.1
The least favourable power of the size a=0.05 level Studentised range test
for the difference zone
®o.5 = { H : *i(H) = max £ 0.5o }.\<i<k
*=3 4 5 6 7 8
n = 5 0.174 0.139 0.122 0.111 0.104 0.099
n = 6 0.209 0.165 0.143 0.129 0.120 0.113
n = 8 0.281 0.218 0.187 0.167 0.153 0.114
n = 10 0.351 0.274 0.233 0.208 0.191 0.178
n — 15 0.516 0.412 0.354 0.316 0.290 0.271
n — 20 0.654 0.540 0.472 0.426 0.393 0.369
n = 25 0.761 0.650 0.579 0.530 0.493 0.465
n = 30 0.840 0.740 0.672 0.623 0.586 0.556
n = 35 0.895 0.812 0.750 0.703 0.667 0.638
n = 40 0.933 0.866 0.812 0.771 0.737 0.709
n =45 0.958 0.906 0.862 0.825 0.795 0.770
/i = 50 0.974 0.935 0.899 0.869 0.843 0.821
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Table 2.2
The least favourable power of the size a=0.05 level Studentised range test
for the difference zone
nIIo1 : MU) =  m ax  i</<*
IV i—» b Q
k=3 4 5 6 7 8
n = 5 0.560 0.459 0.403 0.367 0.341 0.322
n = 6 0.666 0.559 0.496 0.454 0.424 0.401
n = 8 0.820 0.721 0.656 0.611 0.577 0.551
w = 10 0.909 0.833 0.778 0.736 0.704 0.678
w = 15 0.986 0.962 0.937 0.915 0.897 0.880
/z = 20 0.998 0.993 0.985 0.977 0.970 0.963
n = 25 1.000 0.999 0.997 0.995 0.992 0.990
n = 30 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.997
n = 35 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999
n = 40 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Table 2.3
A comparison of the power functions of the size a=0.05 level Studentised 
range test and F-test under their common least favourable configuration of popula­
tion means for the difference zone
&ba = l ^ : MU) = max | |l,—H | > bQo  }.
bo power of the F-test power of the SR test
0.31 0.308 0.304
k=3, n=21 0.49 0.675 0.666
0.62 0.866 0.857
0.43 0.338 0.336
*=4, n= 16 0.61 0.613 0.609
0.78 0.845 0.840
0.55 0.368 0.373
k=5, n- 13 0.78 0.667 0.673
1.00 0.891 0.892
0.67 0.397 0.411
k -6 ,  n- 11 0.81 0.558 0.576
1.08 0.839 0.852
1.13 0.496 0.564




The least favourable power of the size a=0.05 level Studentised range test
for the difference zone
© 0.5 =  ( V- b2W =  m ax IHt—tyl > 0 .5a }.
k=3 4 5 6 7 8
n = 5 0.089 0.081 0.076 0.073 0.070 0.068
n = 6 0.099 0.089 0.083 0.079 0.075 0.073
n = 8 0.121 0.106 0.097 0.091 0.087 0.083
n = 10 0.143 0.124 0.112 0.104 0.099 0.094
n = 15 0.200 0.171 0.153 0.140 0.131 0.124
n = 20 0.260 0.221 0.197 0.179 0.166 0.157
n = 25 0.320 0.273 0.242 0.221 0.205 0.192
k = 30 0.379 0.325 0.290 0.265 0.246 0.231
n = 35 0.436 0.378 0.339 0.310 0.288 0.270
n =40 0.491 0.429 0.387 0.356 0.331 0.312
* =45 0.543 0.479 0.435 0.401 0.375 0.353
a II cn o 0.592 0.527 0.481 0.446 0.418 0.396
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Table 2.5
The least favourable power of the size a=0.05 level Studentised range test
for the difference zone
©1.0 = { H : b2(\i) = max \<i,j<k
> 1.0a  }.
k=3 4 5 6 7 8
* = 5 0.221 0.190 0.171 0.158 0.149 0.141
* = 6 0.269 0.231 0.207 0.191 0.178 0.169
* = 8 0.365 0.316 0.283 0.261 0.243 0.229
« = 10 0.457 0.400 0.362 0.333 0.312 0.294
* = 15 0.654 0.592 0.547 0.512 0.485 0.462
* = 20 0.794 0.741 0.700 0.667 0.639 0.616
* = 25 0.883 0.844 0.812 0.785 0.761 0.740
* = 30 0.937 0.910 0.888 0.867 0.849 0.833
* = 35 0.967 0.951 0.936 0.922 0.909 0.897
* = 40 0.983 0.974 0.964 0.955 0.947 0.939
a ll -p* 0.992 0.986 0.981 0.975 0.970 0.965
a ll U\ o 0.996 0.993 0.990 0.987 0.983 0.980
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Table 2.6
A comparison of the power functions of the size a=0.05 level Studentised 
range test and F-test under their common least favourable configuration of popula­
tion means for the difference zone
h power of the F-test power of the SR test
0.53 0.308 0.306
k - 3, n—21 0.86 0.675 0.675
1.07 0.866 0.866
0.71 0.338 0.336
k - 4, n- 16 0.99 0.613 0.615
1.27 0.845 0.850
0.88 0.368 0.370
k=5, n= 13 1.23 0.667 0.677
1.58 0.891 0.900
1.04 0.397 0.404
k—6 , «=11 1.25 0.558 0.572
1.67 0.839 0.858
1.69 0.496 0.542
jt=10, «=7 2.03 0.687 0.745
2.37 0.841 0.890
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Chapter 3
The optimal tests for comparing normal means with known variance
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Derivation of the least favourable configurations
3.3 The maximin test procedures
3.1 Introduction
Consider the balanced one-way fixed effects analysis of variance model 
Yij = Mi + 1 <i<k, 1 <j<n
where the M/» 1 <i<k, are k unknown treatment means and the ety are i.i.d. 
N(0, a 2) random variables with known variance a 2. Suppose that an experi­
menter intends initially to perform a size a  hypothesis test of the null hypothesis 
that the treatment means are all equal, H0 : Mi = ♦•• = M*> against the general 
alternative hypothesis "not / /0", and to assess the power of such a test. As was 
stated in chapter 2, we could employ two test procedures: one test uses the sum
k — o —of squares statistic, £  (X, -X ) , with Xi = Yi9 l<i<k, and the other test uses 
i= 1
the range statistic, max \X:-XA. If the sum of squares test statistic,
l<i,j<k J
k -  2
2  (Xi~X)  , is used, then the power of the test procedure depends on the treat-
i= 1
k _  2
ment means only through the quantity e = £  (m, ~M) • It is generally agreed,
i=l
however, that assessing the power levels in terms of e2 is not easily interpretable 
by the experimenter, and that it is more useful to assess power levels in terms of
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certain range measures such as ^ ( ji)  = max or b2(\i) = max |
\<i<k l<i,j<k J
( see, for example, Pearson & Hartley (1951), and Scheffe (1959)p.62 ). If the
range test statistic, max \X:-X:\ is used, we have the results in chapter 2
l </,;<* J
about the least favourable configurations of the power function of this test for the 
difference zones determined by &i(p.) and b2{\\). For the purpose of testing the 
null hypothesis H0, it also seems reasonable to use the test statistic
_ _  j k
max \X;-X\ where X  = —VX.. The question now to be answered is:
\<i<k k
amongst all suitable test procedures of size a , which test maximises the
minimum power in the region of the parameter space defined by bi(\L) > 50 ( i=l 
or 2 ), for a fixed value of 80? In other words, we want to find the maximin 
test procedures for the difference zones
© i  = ( H : max |n , - p | 2 80 } (3.1)l<i<£
and
©So = ( I1 : max |n,—p.-1 > 80 } . (3.2)\<i,j<k
The derivation of such optimal test procedures is important for two reasons.
Firstly, in terms of experimental design, an experimenter may decide to choose
the sample size n so that for specified values of a , P and 5, a size a  test
will have power of at least (J, whenever max | >50 say, then the use
1 <i,j<k
of the optimal test procedure will allow the probability requirements to be met 
most economically with the smallest possible sample size. Secondly, comparing 
the optimal test procedures with the three commonly used multiple comparison 
test procedures: the F-test, the Studentised range test and the comparisons with 
average test procedure ( see, for example, Hochberg & Tamhane (1987) ) when 
the variance a 2 is unknown, sheds interesting light on the power properties of 
these common test procedures.
We now define a class of tests \|/(x) ( we confine ourselves to non- 
random tests ) in which the search for the maximin test procedure will be carried 
out. A test is a function \jr : R* —» {0,1}, where we suppose that \jr(x) = 1 
implies that the null hypothesis H0 is rejected, and \j/(x) = 0 implies that H0 
is accepted. A test \|/(x) is symmetric iff
Y( x ) = y ( - x  ) for all x e R* ,
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and exchangeable iff
\j/( jcx ) = \j/( x ) for all x e R*, % e II,
where II is the set of all it! permutation transformations of the coordinates.
Furthermore, we call a test shift invariant iff
y ( x + c l ) = \jr( x ) , for all x g  R*, c g  R
where 1 = (1, 1, , 1), and convex iff
\|/( x ) = \\r( y ) = 0 => \j/( Xx+(l->.)y ) = 0 , for all X g  (0,1), x , y e  R*.
The class *F of tests \jr(x) is then defined by
'F = { y (x) : \|/ a symmetric, exchangeable, shift invariant, convex test } .
A maximin test procedure is now taken to mean the maximin test procedure 
within the class *¥. It is clear that any sensible test of the null hypothesis H0 
will be in the class T*. The properties of symmetry, permutation invariance and 
shift invariance are clearly desirable, as is the property of convexity since 
Xx + (l-X )y, X e (0 , 1) may be thought of as a "smoothed" version of the data
x and y, which indicates more strongly the possibility of the null hypothesis Hq
holding than does either x or y alone. The three tests mentioned above are
clearly all in the class ¥ ,  as are the tests using the following sets as critical
regions,
{ X : £  IXi-Xyl' 2: c }. t e l
1 <i,j<k
{ X : £  |X ,-X |' ^ c }, t e l
1=1
or more generally
{ X :  £  « ( | X , - X j l ) * c } ,
l<ij<k
{ X :  £ g ( | X t. - X | ) > c } ,
1=1
where the function g : [0, °o) —> R is non-negative, increasing and convex. 
Next, we introduce some notation for defining difference zones. Let
CiO') = ( U~k)fk , ... , (;-£)/£ , jlk, ... , jlk  ), 1 < j  < k/2,
where the first j  terms are identical, as are the last k - j  terms, and let
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c2(y) = ( - l , . . . ,  - l ,  o , . . . ,  o, i , . . . ,  i ), i <; j  < kii,
where there are j  terms each of -1  and 1. Also define the difference zone 
®A(ctb) to be
0 a (c ,8 )  = { n : max | (Ttc)'ji | > 8 }. 
nen
Then = 0 A(C i(l),8o) and 0^, = ©a(C2(1),50), where ©5o, i=  1 ,2  are
defined in (3.1) and (3.2). In section 3.3, the maximin tests within the class 'P
will be found for slightly more general settings than discussed above where 
X ~ Nk(\L, E) for the matrix 2  which has diagonal elements all equal a 2, and 
equal off-diagonal elements pa2, and where the difference zones are 
@/\(cjO )»8), for i= l or 2 and any y, l<j<k/2.
The derivation of maximin tests in section 3.3 depends upon the results of 
section 3.2 where various least favourable configurations of \L are found for the 
class of tests 'P. In fact, the derivations in section 3.2 are carried out under a 
weaker distribution condition than the normality of the sample 
X = ( X}, ... * Xk ). We only assume that the probability density function of X 
is / ( x - |i )  where /(x ) is a member of the class of densities F defined by
F = { /(x ) : /(x ) is symmetric, exchangeable, unimodal ).
In this case unimodal is taken to mean that the set { x : /(x ) > c } is a convex
set for all ceR. So, /(x ) = <p(x) exp{-Vix'E^x}, where £  is as above, is
clearly in F. In the case where Xiy 1 <i<k are independent random variables 
with probability density / 0(jt-p.,), we have, following a result of Mudholkar 
(1969) ( see Theorem A3 in the appendix ), that if fo(x) is symmetric and log-
k
concave ( see appendix for this definition ) then /(x ) = n / 00q) is a member of
i= 1
F.
It is easy to check that the following univariate density functions, with the 
location parameter set to zero, are symmetric and log-concave
Normal f 0(x) = ^ a exP ^ ~ ^ " ^  x  € (_ °°* °°)» q2 > 0 • 
Uniform f 0(x) = *](*)» a > 0 •
Laplace f 0(x) = _^ ’exP (—^ x  e (_e,0» °°)» P > 0 •
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Triangular f 0(x) = «](*)• a > 0 •
The results of section 3.2 are important not only because they are necessary 
for the derivation of the maximin test procedures in section 3.3 but also in their 
own right. In the situations where the probability density of X is / ( x - |i )  with 
/(x ) in F, and the test procedure employed for testing the null hypothesis H0 
is in 'F, an experimenter can guarantee the power requirements for the difference 
zones 0 ^ (C/ ( j )»6) by guaranteeing the power values at the least favourable 
configuration derived explicitly in section 3.2.
3.2 Derivation of the least favourable configurations
In this section we discuss the identification of the least favourable 
configurations of the parameters p.eR*, which are defined to be those p. which 
minimize the power of the test procedure within the difference zone under con­
sideration. For difference zones of the form ©^(c,(./), 8), we shall explicitly find 
a least favourable configuration common to all densities /(x )eF  and to all tests 
y to e 'F .
For a given test procedure y(x), let A a R k be the respective acceptance 
region, and denote the power function of the test \\r, for a given set of parameters 
11 and density /(x), by P(\j/,/,p), so that
P(V./.H) = 1 -  JA /(x-n)dx. (3.3)
Notice that \|/(x) g vF  implies that the acceptance region A is symmetric about 
the origin, exchangeable, convex and shift invariant.
The following lemma establishes some basic properties of the power function
P(Y>/»!*)•
Lemma 3.1 Let /(x )eF , \y(x)exF and |ieR*. Then we have
(i) = p(\j/,/,-li).
(ii) p(\j/,/,Ii) = p0iL/,7qi), for all rc e  EL
(iii) P(Y,/,H) = P(\J/,/,fi+cl), for all ceR.
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(iv) |3<y,/,H) 2 p(\|/,/,X(l), X^l.
(v) P (V ,/,H )  ^  P ( V ,M ) ,  if \  .
Proof of Lemma 3.1
Properties (i)-(iii) of the lemma follow immediate from the definitions of 
the classes and F and the representation (3.3). Property (iv) is a conse­
quence of a result of Anderson (1955) (Theorem A4 in the appendix). Property 
(v), where p » £  means p. majorises is a consequence of a result of 
Marshall & Olkin (1974) (Theorem A1 in the appendix) #
From properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.1, we can see that a least 
favourable configuration will remain so after the operations in (i), (ii) and (iii) or 
combinations thereof, provided that the mean vector after these operations is still 
in the difference zone under consideration. Notice that any p. in the difference 
zone 0 a(Cj(7') ,8) will remain in it after any combination of the above three 
operations. So, if we find a single least favourable configuration for 
@4(Cj(y'),5), we can then find a set of least favourable configurations.
Now we start the results of this section. First, the following theorem estab­
lishes a least favourable configuration for the difference zone S A(Ci(j),b) com­
mon to all densities /(x )eF  and test \|/(x)exF.
Theorem 3.1 Let /(x) e F, \|f(x) e T/, and 5 > 0. Define
Hi O') = ( ••• > - 8/y, 5/( k - j ) ,  ... , &/(k-j) ) (3.4)
where - 8/j  occupies the first j  places. Then for any j ,  \<j<k/2, we have
P (V ,/,H iO '))  ^  P (Y ,/,H )
for any u se ^ q O 'X S ).
Proof of Theorem 3.1
As a consequence of property (iv) of Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to restrict
attention to the vectors p. for which max | (tccj(y)) p | = 8. Also, from the pro-en
perties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.1 we can assume Pi < p2 -  ••• -  M* an(i 
k
E n f = o without loss of generality. Then as a consequence of a result of Harty 
i= 1
(1952) ( see Theorem A5 in appendix ) we have
- 5 0 -
k k
8 = max{ | 2  e iU h  Mil. IZ ciO')i Mt+i-,1 }
i= 1 i= 1
k
and again, without loss of generality we can assume 5 = IZ  ci ( A  Mil (other-
i=l
wise consider \l = ( -p * , , —jXj ) instead of \i ). Now, using the assump-
k k
tions that pj < p2 -  ••• -  M* 2 *^ = we ^ave ^ = £ ciO')iM’/* Thus,
i= 1 /=1
5 = + l  £  and £ n ; = 0
1=1 i=j+1 i=l
j *
which imply that £p,- = “ 8, 2  I1/ = 8. This, together with the condition
1=1 i=j+l
Pi < ... < p*. implies
M =  ( M i. ••• . My. My+i. -  . M t)
»  ( ZM;/y. ••• . h t f j .  Z  Mi K k - j )   2  MJ ( . k - j ) )
i= 1 i=l i=j+1 1=7+1
= ( - 8/y, ... , - 8/y, 8/(fc-y), ... , 8/(* -y ) ) = Pi(y).
By appealing to property (v) of Lemma 3.1, the proof is therefore completed #
From Theorem 3.1 and the fact that ©^(CiCl)^) = { p: m ax|P ;-jI| > 5 },
1 <i<k
we immediately have the following corollary which includes Theorem 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.3 of chapter 2 as special cases.
Corollary 3.1 Let /(x ) e F, y(x) e and 8 > 0, then a least favourable 
configuration of test \|f(x) for the difference zone { p : m ax |p .-p | > 8 } is
i<i<*
P i(l) = ( - 5 ,  8/(* - l) , ... , 5 / ( * - l ) ).
From Theorem 3.1 we can also see that the usual one direction slippage alter­
native hypothesis is the least favourable configuration of the difference zone 
0 a (ciO ),8) for tests in XF. Now we turn our attention to the difference zone 
@^(c2(y),8). The following theorem establishes a least favourable configuration 
for the difference zone @A(c2(y),8) which is common to all densities /(x ) e F 
and tests \p(x) e  W.
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Theorem 3.2 Let /(x ) e F, \j/(x) e  'F and 8 > 0. Define
P2U ) = ( "8 /(2 ;), ... , - 8/(2; ) ,  0 ,...,0 , 8/(2; ) ,  ... , 8/(2; )  ), (3.5)
where -8 /(2 ;)  and 8/(2;) each occupy ;  places. Then for any l<;<&/2,
P(v>/,n2(y)) ^ P(V>/>lO
for any pe@A(c2( ; ) ,8).
Proof of Theorem3.2
By property (iv) of Lemma 3.1, we only need to consider the vectors p 
which satisfy max |(7tc2( ; ) ) 'p | = 8. By the properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma
Jtell
j  k
3.1, we can assume < p2 < ... < \ik and £p,- = -  £  p f without loss
»=i i=k-j+1
of generality. Then following Theorem A5 in the appendix, we have
k k
8 = max{ | 2  C j H , | ,  1 2  ci U \  Ht+i-il )
i=l i=i
k
and again, without loss of generality, we can assume 8 = | £  c2(j)i Pi I ( other-
i=l
wise consider p ' = ( — p*, ... , —pj ) instead of p  ). Now, using the assump­
tion that pj < p2 < ... < p*. and the definition of c2(;‘), we have
k
8 = £ c2(y)/Pr Thus we have
»= l
8 = -  2>/ + Z Hi = -2 = 2 2  Hi .
i= l  i= k- j+ l  i= l  i= k-j+ l
So
P ( P i » •«• » P; t P;+1» . . .  » Pit-j » Pk-j+1 > • • • » M-ik )
»  ( •••. £iVy\ Z . if  iy(*-2y),
i=i 1=1 i=;+i i=;+i
j  jk
z  n.//.......Z IV./)
/=*-;+1 ik-;+i
= ( - 8/2; ,  ... , - 8/2; ,  a> ... , a, 8/2; ,  ... , 8/2;  ) = p2(a ,;) , 
where a =  p//(fc-2; ) ,  \a\ < - 8/2, and - 8/(2; )  and 8/(2; )  each occupy 
*=;+i
;  places. Appealing to property (v) of Lemma 3.1, we have
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P( V . / .H  ) ^  P( V ,/ ,H 2 (a  J )  )•
So, the proof will be completed if we can establish that
F(a)  = 1-P( y , f , \ i 2( a , j ) ) = \  f tx-Vh.{a,j)) dx
A
is a decreasing function of |a |.  To see this, consider the change of variables
y-L = - i )/2 1 si<y
z, = (*i+**+i-,)/2  l £ i£ /
w i = x j+i \ < i < k - 2 j ,
then we have
= J g( y» w -iil, z ) dydwdz
M y  w z)
where
g( y, w, z) = 27 / (  zj +yl +S/2j, ... , z; +yy+5/2y, h^, ... , wk_2j,
zj -  yj -  5A/» •••. zi -  yi -  s / V )
and
Ak(y w z) = { (y,w,z) : y e R7 , w e R*-2-7, z € R7, x e A }.
Now, if we define the set A (y) c  R*-y by
A(y) = { (z, w) : z e R7 , w e R*-2-7, x e A },
then,
F(fl) = f G( a, y ) dy (3.6)
yeR7
with
G( a, y ) = J g( y, w -a l ,  z ) dwdz .
4(y)
Now, we want to show that G( a y y ) is a decreasing function of \a\ for fixed 
y e R 7. Notice the conditions that the set A is symmetric about the origin, 
exchangeable and convex are sufficient to ensure that the set A(y) is symmetric 
about the origin and convex. In addition, the conditions that the density /(x ) is 
symmetric about the origin, exchangeable and convex are sufficient to ensure that 
for a fixed value y, g(y,z,w) is, as a function of (z,w), symmetric about the 
origin and unimodal. Therefore, Theorem A4 in the appendix may be applied to
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show that G(a,y) is a decreasing function of |a | for any fixed y, and so that 
the required properties of F(a) follow from equation (3.6). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 #
From Theorem 3.2 and the fact that ©A(c2(l),5) = { |i: max },
l  <i,j<k J
we immediately have the following corollary which includes Theorem 2.4 and
Theorem 2.5 of chapter 2 as special cases.
Corollary 3.2 Let /(x) e F, \|f(x) e 'F and 5 > 0, then a least favourable
configuration of test \j/(x) for the difference zone { |i : max > 8 } is
l<i,j<k
^ ( 1) = ( -5/2, 0 , ... , 0 , 5/2 ).
The results of this section are useful by themselves, since for a given test 
procedure, \j/(x), and density, /(x), an experimenter may assess the power level 
within a difference zone by evaluating the power at the least favourable 
configuration. Furthermore, the fact that the least favourable configurations are 
identical for this large family of tests allows the simple derivation of the maximin 
test procedures in the next section.
Before beginning the next section, we prove in addition a theorem concern­
ing the least favourable configuration for tests in 'F, and the multivariate normal 
density with a special form of covariance matrix.
Theorem 3.3 Let /o(x) expf-V^x'V^x), where the matrix V = (vij)kxk 
satisfies v,{+vjfy-2vJy = 2d > 0, 1 < i ^ j  < k. Then for \|/(x)exF, 8>0 and 
\<j<k/2,
(i) P(V./o>M./)) ^  fKV./o’M-). for any lieQ^CjO'J.S).
(ii) ^ (V ./o .^O ')) ^ P(V>/o.iO- for any n e e ^ O l . S ) .
Proof of Theorem 3.3
Let A 0 c  R* be the critical region of the test \|/(x). Notice that \|/(x) e 'F 
implies that A c is shift invariant, so that
p(V,/o,[i) = ? { X € / l c )
= P{ X - X kl  e A c }
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=  P {  ( X i - X * ,  . . .  , X ^ - X * .  0 )  e  A c } , (3.7)
where
X -  |i ~ / 0(x) .
Thus, p(\y,/0,|i) depends on the distribution of X only through the distribution 
of (Xi~Xk, ... yXk_i~Xk)t and in this case
( ... , Zw - I j  ) -  1VM  ( nt_ , .  V*., ) ,
where \Lk- \  = (jJ-i —(-Ljt, ... , ), and Vk- \  is a ( k - l ) x ( k - l )  matrix
with diagonal elements all equal to 2d, off-diagonal elements all equal to d.
Now, if fo (x) oc exp{-l/(2d)x 'x), we can see from equation (3.7) that
P(Y,/o.H) = P(Y./o .1-0. for any n .  (3.8)
Since / q (x ) e  F, (i) and (ii) follow immediately from equation (3.8), and 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 respectively #
3.3 The maximin test procedures
In this section we derive maximin tests for difference zones of the form 
®a(ciO)>5) and 0 a (c2O)>&) when X ~ A^(p,E), where £  is a k x k 
matrix with diagonal elements all equal to o2, off-diagonal elements all equal to 
pa2, and the condition —l/(k—l) < p < 1 is satisfied ( which is necessary and 
sufficient for £  to be positive-definite, and hence a non-singular covariance 
matrix ). Thus,
/(x ) = cp(x) oc exp { - l/2x ' l r 1x ) .
Theorem 3.4 below gives the maximin test for an difference zone of the form 
e A(ci(y),S).
Theorem 3.4 Let /(x ) = <p(x). Then within the class of tests \|/(x) e 'F which 
have size a g (0, 1), the maximin test V (x) f°r the difference zone 
®a(ciO')>5) is given by
\j * (x) = 1 <==> ^ c o s h  {w(xj-x)}  ^ c (3.9)
J
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where the sum is over all subsets /  of {1 of size y, Xj is the average
of the elements of x with indices in / ,  3c is the average of all the elements of 
x,
_________kb______
a 2(k - j ) (  1-p )
and the constant c is chosen so that the test has size a.
Proof of Theorem3.4
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1, it is apparent that the maximin test 
\j/* (x) is the test which maximizes
= f y(x) cp( x-p-iCy)) dx 
R*
over all tests y(x) e *P subject to the size condition,
a  = f \|/(x) (p(x) dx.
R*
Now, since the density <p(x) is symmetric about the origin, and any test 
\|f(x) e  *P is also symmetric about the origin and exchangeable, we have
L(y)  = - i -  f VW G(x) dx R*
where
G(x) = 2  [tpOtx-UjO)) + (pC-itx-fijO')) ]
7iell
= E  [<P(«x-HiO')) + <P(Jtx+HiO)) ] ■
7ten
Then, as a consequence of the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, the test given by
V*(x) = 1 <==> - ^ 1  > c' (3.10)
<p(x)
where the constant c' is chosen to satisfy the size requirement, will be the maxi­
min test provided that it is in the class 'P. However,
~  2  cos/i( (jtx ) 'r-’niO ') ) (3.11)
W  Ttgn
and so it is readily seen that the test given by equation (3.10) is symmetric, 
exchangeable, and convex since cosh(jt) is a convex function. Also the test is 
shift invariant since 1 ' IT 1 p ^ y ) = 0, which follows from the fact that
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V  2T1 «  1' and 1' ^ 0 )  = 0 ,
where 1 = (1,...,1) e R*. Hence the test given in equation (3.10) is the maxi­
min test, and it remains only to show that it is equivalent to the test given in equa­
tion (3.9). This is clear from the fact that
£  ^iC/) = —j - — -  HiU)
<r( i - p )
and from equation (3.11), and so the proof of Theorem 3.4 is completed #
Notice that the maximin test given in Theorem 3.4 depends on 8, the varia­
bility of the difference zone, but depends on the size a  only through the critical 
point. For the difference zone given in (3.1), it is clear that we have the follow­
ing corollary.
Corollary 3.3 Let /(x ) = cp(x). Then within the class of tests \j/(x) e *¥
which have size a  e (0 , 1), the maximin test \\f* (x) for the difference zone
{ ll: m ax lp .-p l > 8 } is given by 
1 <i<k
*  k
v  (x) = 1 *==> 2  cosfc{w'(jC/-jc)} ^  c (3.12)
/=i
k 8where w'  = —----------------- , and the constant c is chosen to give the required
a2( k - m - p )
size.
In Corollary 3.4 below we consider what happens to the maximin test as the 
value of 8 approaches zero or approaches infinity. As 8 approaches zero, we 
see that the maximin test becomes equivalent to a test based on the sum of 
squares statistic. The two tests are equivalent in the sense that for almost any data 
x, the two tests make the same decision for small enough values of 8. At the 
other extreme, as 8 approaches infinity, the maximin test becomes equivalent to 
a test based on a range statistic such as max|x-3c]. To prove Corollary 3.4
l<i<k
and Corollary 3.6 below, we need the following lemma first.
Lemma 3.2 For real numbers aiy a2, ... , ak, we have
m _  o m {k-m)Ck k
(i) X  ( 'Zair-ma  )2 = —  —  'Z(ai-a ) 2 , for 1 < m < L
(*! ,..../* ) r—i  W  L> /= i
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m m  2mCt  C* m k
(ii) X  ( f    TZ r  'L(ai-Z)2 , for 1 < m <  k!2.
( i}  in,) r =  1 5=1 K 1 1=1
( A  , ’ " , j m )
_  ifc
where a = the sum in (i) is over all subsets (i^, ... , im) of
i= 1
{1, ... , k } containing m elements, and the sum in (ii) is over all disjoint sub­
sets (i'x, ... , im), (y*!, ... , ym) of {1, ... , k) each containing m elements.
Proof of Lemma 3.2
m
(0 Z
(*1 *m) r= l
m m -
= Z t (Z a/r) “ 2m a^ air + m2a ]
( i i  im) r= l  r= l
m - m m
= E ( Efl2 + m a “ 2ma’E air + E  a*ai, )
(*i »m) r= l r = 1
ttlC* k mCi. k m
- f - ' L a ?  + m 2Cjjla -  ImS— ^ ' Z a ,  + X E
»=1 *=1 (*'l......*m) />,?=!
E ^  -
mCi k 2
— “ . -  "• -» •*  -  * 2 - *  iW
,
*  i= l k  ~ k  i= i
m (k-m )C k £  2
 *(7-1) ( -  *« >
m (k-m )C k k
k ( k - 1) £E (a ; -  5) •
m m 2(<<) E ( Eair-E ay, >
(»i...... ^.) r= l  J=1
( A  , ' " t j m )
m  _ m /n
= E [(E^)2 + (E«i.)2 - 2EE<v& ]
(*i im) r= l 5=1 r= l5= l
O l  »• • ' , j m )
m m m
= E [2(SX>2 -2EE^«a]
( i i . . . . . im) r =  1 r= l5 = l
( A »• ■ • t j m )
m  m m
=  2C*-“ x  (EM - 2 X EE«/A
( i i ......im) r= l  ( i i ......im) r= l5= l
( i l  !••• tjm)
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m 2CiLCiL mm 2
= 2C*-”> 2  [2 > ?  + -  Tfr _ n  S M
( i i  V) --=1 i-*s * 1 *  ^  i*y
=  +  
K r= 1
2CJiC Ji-/nm2 
.T/ ,ay] * (* -1) | ,J
2m d C t mm m r it-1
f a ?  -
i= lk - 1 *■ k
2 m C * c £ - r ifc-1
■ i « ?  -
i= ik - 1 *■ it
2 * _ 
C E t f
1=1
-  * a 2 )
* - 1
2 m C k C k~m *
£ ( « ,  ■ 
i= i
-  a ) 2 #
* -1
* *+;
T ( *2?2' k i= i
We now state and prove Corollary 3.4
Corollary 3.4 Consider the maximin test given in equation (3.9). If under Ho 
P{ X cos^ [v^(^y-x)] > eg ) = a ,  6 e (0 , «>), and
j
k _
p { X  (■*/""*' ^ q  } = a , P {  max |x /-x ]  ^ c2 ) = a.
i= l 7
Then we have
(i) h z cos* [W«-sa < c s ) w = / < Ci} w .
;=i
a.s.
^  g ^ o o  7( £  cos* [w(3cy-3c)l < C, ) W  =  h  max |x j - x \  < c2 ) W  ’
where the maximum is taken over all subsets J  of {1 ,...,&} each of size y, 
and /,*(.) is the index function of the set A.
Proof of Corollary 3.4
Notice that
^6 = ( X cosh{w(xj-x)}  < c5 )
J
= { X  t2 + w 2(J /-x )2] + £  [cos/ifwCJj-x)) - 2 - w 2(x j - x )2] < c5 )
J J
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i Ck — 2 C*= { E (*>“*)2 + “ t E  [cos^{w(J7-J)}  - 2- w 2(x7-x )2] < -------- 1- }
W 7 W
k 1 Cs.—'IC^
£  ( X j - X )2 +  --------------- ) t £  [ C O S / i ( w ( J y - I ) )  - 2 - W 2 ( J y - * ) 2 ]  <   7* -
y=l Q)w y C0WZ
= { £  t o -* )2 + ^ 1 ,  £ / (  w U y - I ) ) < rf5 } , (**)
y=l C01V2 y
where C0 is a positive constant (which is independent of 8 and determined in 
Lemma 3.2), and
01
/(* )  = cosh(x)- 2 - x 1 , dg = 22 ■ C» ~ 2C/ 
C0w:
To prove the first statement of the corollary, we first need to prove that
lim dg = Cj. If this is not true, then there exists a set (8n) such that 5„ I  0 
5 —» 0
as n —> «x>, and lim dgn = d $ Ci. Without loss of generality, we suppose that
n—>«o "
k
d = Ci + r > ci. Then for any x satisfying £  (xj-x)2 ^ q  + r/4, we have
7=1
£  t o - I ) 2 +  1 £ / (  w ( x j - x ) )
y=l C0>V2 y
<  £  (X j - x ) 2 +  — 5—  £ / (  vW^i +r /4  ) 
y=i C0w2 y
c •*
< C! + r/4 + — / (  wyjcx+r/4 )
C0wz
< Cj + r/4 + r/4
< , for sufficient large « ,
where the first and third inequalities follow from the fact that /(* )  increases as 
|jc| increases and lim f (x ) /x2 = 0, and the fourth inequality follows from the
x-»0
assumption that lim dg = Ci+r. So, we have in fact proved that, for sufficient
n—>»o "
large n,
{ £  ( X j - x )1 < Cj + r/4 } c  { £  cos/i [w to -J ) ]  S c5> ) ,
i= 1 2
which leads to a contradiction since, under Hq, the probability of the left set is 
larger than 1 - a  whilst the right set always has probability equal to 1 -a . Thus
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we have proved that lim dg = Cj. Now we can see, from the expression (**),
8—>0
the property of f ( x )  and the fact that lim dg = C\ , that8—>0
»=1
k  9for any x satisfying that EC**- *) + ci- Sincei=i
P( i . (X i-x)2 = c i )  = 0,
i= 1
the first statement has been proved. To prove the second part of the corollary, 
notice that
= ( X  cosh[w(xj-x)}  < eg }
j
= { max \x:-x\ + — ln(B) < dx } , j  J w
where
B = E  { exp(-w[max|J/-xl + (xj-x)})  + exp(-w[max|x7-x | -  (Ty-T)]) } 
j  J J
and
1 < B < 2  2 = 2 Ck , for any x, and w > 0 .
J
Similar arguments as the above can then be applied to yield the second statement. 
The detail is omitted here #
It is clear that as 8 approaches zero, the power level of the maximin test at 
the least favourable configuration approaches the size a , and as 5 approaches 
infinity, the power level approaches one. Therefore, for the difference zone given 
in equation (3.1), it is clear that a test based on the range statistic mp^jjct -jt| is
asymptotically optimal as the power level approaches one, while a test based on
* 9
the sum of squares statistic ]£(■*/”*) *s asymptotically optimal as the power
t=i
level approaches the size a. A comparison of the least favourable power of these 
two tests for different values of 8, when a  = 0.05, k -  3 is presented in 
Table 3.1. Clearly for the case considered, the test based on the sum of squares 
is more powerful than the test based on the range statistic only when 8 is very
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small ( the corresponding powers are less than 0.06 ), for other values of 6, the 
powers of the range based test dominate the powers of the sum of squares based 
test.
Next in Theorem 3.5 we derive the maximin test for difference zones of the 
form @A(c2(y),5).
Theorem 3.5 Let /(x ) = cp(x). Then within the class of tests \j/(x) e *¥ with 
size a  e (0 , 1), the maximin test \|/*(x) for the difference zone 0 A(c2(y ) ,5) 
is given by
\ |*(x) = 1 <==> 2  cosh {*(*/!-* /2)} ^ c (3.13)
J\ ,/2
where the sum is over all disjoint subsets Jlt J2 of {1,..., A:} each containing 
y elements, Xj. is the average of the element of x with indices in
5
2o2( l-p )
and the constant c is chosen so that the test has size a.
Proof of Theorem 3.5
Since l 'p ^ O ) = 0» ^  follows from Theorem 3.2 and arguments similar to 
those at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.4 that for the difference zone 
©A(c2(y'),8), the maximin test is of the form
\j/*(x) = 1 <==» £  cosh {(7tx)' IT 1 |X2(y)} ^ c \  (3.14)
nell
for a suitable constant c'. Now since
E 'W y )  = M y ) .cr(l-p)
it is clear that the tests given in equations (3.13) and (3.14) are equivalent, and 
this completes the proof of Theorem 3.5 #
Again, we can see from Theorem 3.5 that the maximin test depends on 8, 
but depends on the size a  only through the critical point. Also, for the 
difference zone given in equation (3.2), it can be seen that we have the following 
corollary.
Corollary 3.5 Let /(x ) = <p(x). Then within the class of tests y(x) e 'F with
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size a e (0 , 1), the maximin test y* (x) for the difference zone
{ \i: max > 8 } is given by
l < i j < k
*  *
y  (x) = 1 <==» 2  c o s h { z ' ( x i - X j ) }  >  c (3.15)
i= 1
where z' is equal to z in Theorem 3.4, and the constant c is chosen to give 
the required size.
In Corollary 3.6 below we consider what happens to the maximin test as 8 
approaches zero or infinity; as 8 approaches zero, we again see that it is 
equivalent to a test based on the sum of squares statistic, and as 8 approaches 
infinity, the test is equivalent to a test based on a range statistic
Corollary 3.6 Consider the maximin test given in equation (3.13). If under H0 
P{ 2  cosh ^ c5 } = a, 8 g (0, oo), and
JiJi
k _  _
p { £ (* /-* )  > cx } = a, P{ max i x ^ - x j J  > c2 } = a.
i= 1 JUJ1
Then we have
(i)  £ ? o  / (  s  “ ** < *  > (X) =  \  < c, ) W  ’
1 2 i= 1
a.s.
( l l)  8 ^  7( £  «»*  < e» ) (x )  =  7( < c2 ) (x )  •JyJ2 *
where the maximum is taken over all disjoint subsets , / 2 °f {1,•••,£} each 
of size y, and IA(.) is the index function of the set A.
Proof of Corollary 3.6
As the proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.4, it is omitted #
Finally then, for the difference zone given in equation (3.2), a test based on 
the range statistic max |xt-jc. | will be asymptotically optimal as the power
l<i,j<k
k
level approaches one, and a test based on the sum of squares statistic £ ( )
i=i
will be asymptotically optimal as the power level approaches the size a. We can 
again make a comparison of the least favourable powers of these two
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asymptotically optimal tests for different values of 6, when a  = 0.05, and 
k = 8. The results are presented in Table 3.2. Clearly when 5 is small ( the 
corresponding powers are less than 0.33 ), the test based on the sum of squares is 
more powerful than the test based on the range statistic, while for the larger values 
of 8, the range based test is always more powerful. The difference between the 
least favourable powers of the range based test and the sum of squares based test 
can be as much as 2.29%.
It may well be the case that in defining a difference zone, the experimenter 
is quite clear as to which variability measure function b(\i) will provide a 
difference zone with a useful shape, but is not so clear in the choice of 5. The 
choice of 5 is important since the optimal tests given in equations (3.9) and 
(3.13) depend on its value. One way to avoid this problem is for the experimenter 
to specify a non-negative function h (8), 8 > 0, and then to use a test procedure 
which maximizes the worst power within the difference zone averaged over all 
values of 8 , 0 < 8 < «>, weighted with respect to the function h(b). Thus, if 
we suppose that |i(8) is a least favourable configuration for the difference zone 
GA (c , 8) for all tests \j/(x) e *F, then the optimal test will be the test \|/{x) € *¥ 
which maximizes
J~o JR. V(x) <P(x-H(S)) KS) dxdS (3.16)
subject to the size constraint
Theorem 3.6 below gives the optimal test for the difference zones of the 
form 0 a (CiO’),8).
Theorem 3.6 Let /(x ) = cp(x). Then within the class of tests \y(x) e 'F with
size a  e  (0 , 1), the optimal test \|/*(x) for the difference zone @a (ciO’) ,8),
which maximizes the expression in (3.16), is given by
¥ *(x) = 1 «==>
£  Js-n e x p ^~ o - n ?  §2  ^ c o s h  { W m Y V - i U )  } MS) d b  >  c (3.17)wen A n*-./;
where b = *------, Hi O’) is defined in (3.4) and the constant c is chosen
o  ( l -p )
so that the test has size a.
Proof of Theorem3.6
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The optimal test \|/* (x) is the test which maximizes
= j5°l0 Jr* V(x) <P(x—|Xi(;)) /i(5) dxdh
over all tests \|/(x) e 'F subject to the size condition that
a  = f \j/(x) cp(x) dx .
R‘
It follows arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3 that the optimal test is of 
the form
* /  \  1 G"(x) ^
v ( x )  = 1 *==*
where, in this case,
G(x) = 2  J“  [(p(jcx-p,(y)) + <p(jtx+Hj(y) ] h(S) d 8 ,
Tien




X  Jg~ o exp(-Y lii(y)'liiO ')) cosh{ b in xY i i ^ j )  } h(S) db
Tien
1
a2(l-p) , and so it is clear that this test satisfies the requirements to
be in the class T/. Thus the proof is completed #
For a general function h(b), expression (3.17) may be used to find the 
optimal test for difference zones of the form In particular, if the
weight is only put at one point 8 6 (0 , °°), then the optimal test becomes the 
maximin test for the difference zone @4(01(7) ,8). If the weight function 
h(8) = exp { - 52/ 2t 2}, then the optimal test reduces to
Y*(x) = 1 X  exp _
nen
' . , \2fr ((rcx) p)
T
>  C (3.18)
for suitable choice of the constant c, and
1 1- ( - 1  - 1
7 7 k~J k~J
)
where - I /7 occupies the first j  places. For a constant weight function h(b) 
we can obtain the optimal test by taking x to be infinite in equation (3.18). 
Thus, if we wish to maximize the average power uniformly over all values of 8
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for the difference zone given in equation (3.1), we have the following Corollary 
concerning the form of the optimal test.
Corollary 3.7 Let /(x) = cp(x), and /z(8) = constant. Then within the class of
tests \|/(x) e 'F with size a  € (0, 1), the optimal test V (x) for the difference
zone { p. : max lni -nl  > 5 } is given by 1 <i<k
where b =





bk (x, - d 4 > c (3.19)
a2(l-p )
2 (* -l)
and the constant c is chosen so that the test has size a.
For the difference zones of the form QA(c2(j),$), we have the theorem 
analogous to Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7 Let /(x ) = cp(x). Then within the class of tests \|/(x) e with 
size a  e (0, 1), the optimal test \|/*(x) for the difference zone QA(c2(j),&), 
which maximizes the expression in (3.16), is given by
\j/* (x) = 1 <==>
(3.20)X  j r , ,  exP(-^rr82) cos h ( &(icx)'p2(y) ) h( 8) d h >  c
nen ^J
where b = 1
a2(l-p )
» 1^2(7) defined in (3.5) and the constant c is chosen
so that the test has size a.
Proof of Theorem 3.7
As the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6, we do not supply the details 
here #
Again, expression (3.20) may be used to find, for a general function /i(8), 
the optimal test for difference zones of the form 0 A(c2(y ),5). If the weight is 
put at only one point 8 e (0, °°), then the optimal test again becomes the maxi­
min test for the difference zone 0^(c2(y),5). If the weight function 
h(8) = exp {— 82/ 2t 2 }, then the optimal test reduces to
V (x) = 1 X  exp _
nen
' . . \2i>z((itxru) > c (3.21)
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for suitable choice of the constant c, and
_ / 1 1 n n 1 1 \^ " ( 2j ........  2 j > 0 . . . . . 0 .  2 j  )
where : and each occupy j  places. For a constant weight function
h(5i) we can obtain the optimal test by taking x to be infinite in equation (3.21). 
Thus, if we wish to maximize the average power uniformly over all values of 8 
for the difference zone given in equation (3.2), the optimal test is given in the fol­
lowing corollary.
Corollary 3.8 Let /(x) = <p(x), and h(6) = constant. Then within the class of
tests \|/(x) g  'F with size a  g  (0 , 1), the optimal test \j/*(x) for the difference
zone { \i : max } is given by
l<i,j<k J
where b =




and the constant c is chosen so that the test has size a.
From the results of this section we can see that, for the one-way model con­
sidered at the beginning of section 3.1, a test based on a range statistic 
corresponding to the particular difference zone considered is asymptotically 
optimal as the power level approaches one, while a test based on the sum of 
squares statistic is asymptotically optimal as the power level approaches the size 
a  for all alternative sets considered.
The one-way model will also usually involve a nuisance parameter a 2 
which may be estimated unbiasedly by the usual analysis of variance mean square 
statistic S 2 with a chi-square distribution. All of the tests proposed in this 
chapter may be modified for this case by replacing by X-JS, and by replac­
ing 5 by 8a. Thus a test based on the sum of squares statistic is equivalent to 
the common F-test, a test based on the range statistic max Ijc.-x. I is
l<t,y'<Jfc J
equivalent to the Studentized range test, and a test based on the range 
max |x{ -T | is equivalent to the comparisons with average test. Thus, in order to
guarantee a power requirement for the difference zone given in (3.1) say, our 
results suggest that the F-test will allow a smaller sample size than the Studentized
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range test if the required power is small ( close to a  ), but the Studentized range 
test will permit the use of a smaller sample size than the F-test if the power is 
large. Such trends can be seen from Table 2.6 in chapter 2. Usually an experi­
ment will be designed to achieve a large power and so it will be better to design 
an experiment using a range test such as the Studentized range test rather than 
using the F-test for the difference zones considered. Notice that when the vari­
ance a2 is unknown, the alternative set must be specified in terms of multi­
ples of a  in order to meet the power requirement in a single-stage experiment. 
If the difference zone is to be specified independently of the unknown variance 
a 2, then some kind of two-stage procedure, as proposed in chapter 2, will be 
necessary in order to meet the power requirement (where examination of the data 
from the first stage provides information about the variance a  and indicates what 
sample sizes are required for the second stage).
Test procedures based on the statistics max Ix - jc.I, maxIjc.-Jl and
1 <i,j<k J 1 <i<k
k
]£(*,•-it) have an advantage in that when the data is normally distributed, their 
i= 1
critical points are well tabulated ( see, for example, Hawkins & Perold (1977) and
Halperin et al. (1955) for critical points of max \x: -x] based test ). Critical
l </£*
points for the optimal tests such as those given in equations (3.12) and (3.15) 
can be calculated on a computer, in some cases by direct evaluation of the power 
function, or more generally by simulation. Some calculation results about the crit­
ical points and powers of these tests can be seen in Hum (1989). With the results 
of this chapter, the willing experimenter will be able to select a test procedure 




A comparison of the least favourable powers of the range test max | x-. —x\
l<i<&
k
and the sum of squares test (jct —x) for the difference zone
i= 1
©yi(ci(l),8) = { n : m a x |n ,-p |£8  },
\<i<k
with k=3 populations, and size a=0.05.
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Table 3.2
A comparison of the least favourable powers of the range test max | xx -Jt. |
l<i,j<k
k
and the sum of squares test (xt - x )  for the difference zone
i= l
= i V : max Im-*— }, 
with &=8 populations, and size a=0.05.
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Chapter 4
Testing the equality of several proportions
4.1 Introduction
4.2 The test procedure and power assessment
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the elementary problem of testing the equality of several Ber­
noulli probabilities is considered, and attention is especially directed to forming 
an assessment of power properties of such a test. In particular, power levels are 
considered under a simple restriction on the range of the Bernoulli probabilities. 
A test procedure based on the range of the arcsin-root transformations of the 
observed proportions is considered, and it is shown how power levels may be cal­
culated both exactly and under asymptotic assumptions.
Suppose that we have k independent treatments with Bernoulli responses in 
terms of their success probabilities , ..., nk, and that our data consist of n 
independent observations on each of the k treatments. Let 7t- denotes the 
number of successes from the ith treatment, the sample proportion of successes 
being ft,=T,/n (1 <i<k). Then, the elementary statistical problem is to test the 
null hypothesis H0 : = ... = Kk of equality of the k success probabilities
against a general two-sided alternative hypothesis "not Hq". Many simultaneous 
test procedures have been proposed for this problem in the literature, most of 
which are based on large sample normal approximation, and concentrate on 
guaranteeing the probability of type I error asymptotically as the sample size n 
becomes large, since even for making a single inference very few exact small 
sample procedures are available. One usual test procedure for this problem,
-71 -
assuming a large sample approximation to ft,-
\<i<k,
is based on the Tukey-Kramer (TK) procedure ( see Hochberg & Tamhane(1987) 
), which employs the test statistic
and rejects the null hypothesis H0 iff Q > qj? w h e r e  qj*t00 is the upper a- 
point of the Studentised range distribution with parameters k and <». This test 
will be asymptotically of size a. However, it is not easy to evaluate the exact 
size and the exact power of this test procedure when K  > 4. Goodman (1964) 
derived simultaneous confidence intervals for contrasts among several multinomial 
populations using large sample %2 approximation. Bhaphar & Somes (1976) con­
sidered the problem for matched samples. Knoke (1976) considered a so-called 
maximal contrast test that is essentially the Scheffe procedure applied to dichoto- 
mous data; using Monte Carlo simulations he studied the significance levels and 
powers of several competing procedures to test the null hypothesis / /0. More 
recently, Williams (1988) investigated the small sample behaviour of various such 
test procedures; he pointed out that it is now feasible to evaluate the exact 
significance probability of tests on Bernoulli data and it is no longer necessary to 
rely on asymptotic approximation. We, here, consider in addition the problem of 
forming an assessment of the power of the test procedure employed.
For the classical problem of testing the equality of k normal means in a 
one-way layout, it has been suggested that the power level be guaranteed when 
the range of the means exceeds a certain value, and it seems generally agreed that 
such an approach affords the experimenter an intuitive interpretation of the sensi­
tivity of an experiment. Therefore, for the problem at hand, we consider the fol­
lowing approach: for a test of the null hypothesis H0 of specified size a, 
guarantee the power requirement that the probability of rejecting H0 is no less 
than P whenever
for specified values of P > a  and 5 > 0. The use of this approach allows the
max 
1 <i,j<k
max |jt;—7t.| > 8
l<i,j<k J (4.1)
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experimenter to gauge the sensitivity of the experiment in terms of the differences 
between the unknown success probabilities.
Using a simple test based on the range of the a r c 1 <i<k, we show 
how these probability requirements may be satisfied under the assumption of the 
asymptotic ( n—»«>) normal distribution
arc sin ~ iV(arcsinV^, 1/4 n) l<i<k. (4.2)
This common transformation (see, for example, Bishop et al. (1975) section 
14.6.2) is used because it uniquely possesses the property of stabilizing the asymp­
totic variances to be independent of the probabilities 71/, which considerably 
simplifies the problem of assessing the power properties of the test procedure. For 
given values of a ,  (5 and 8, we show how the sample size n may be chosen to 
guarantee the probability requirements. Conversely, for a given sample size n, it 
is possible to calculate the power level p achieved for different values of a  and 
5. We also consider the exact size and exact power probabilities of our procedure. 
We show how the exact size and power may be calculated for our test procedure 
and provide some illustrative tables of the power levels afforded by certain sample 
sizes.
We propose our test procedure based on the range of arc sin 's/ft/, rather than 
say a test based on the sum of squared differences of arc s i n w h i c h  would
asymptotically have a chi-squared distribution, because a range test is generally
good at guaranteeing power levels under the range restrictions such as (4.1) ( see 
chapter 3 ), and because the exact size and power levels are easily obtained for 
this test procedure.
4.2 Test procedure and power assessment
If the experimenter is interested in determining whether the success probabili­
ties of the k treatments are identical, then it is appropriate to test the null 
hypothesis H0. Let the difference zone 0^(8) be defined by
0 ,4(8) = { n=(nu  ... , 7t*) : max |7t/-7t;|>8 } c  [0,1]*
l<i,j<k J
for some positive constant 8. The problem is then to find a size a  test of the 
null hypothesis H0 which satisfies the following power requirement
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7 ce© A(8) => />( reject H0 ) ^ (3 (4.3)
for a fixed power level (3.
We propose the following test procedure. Using the notation of section 4.1 
define
Q = 2<n ( max | arc sin -  arc sin I ).
\<i , j<k J
and reject the null hypothesis H0 iff Q > qk>00, where qkoo is the upper a- 
point of the Studentised range distribution with parameters k and ©o. As a 
consequence of the asymptotic properties of the arcsin-root transformation given in 
equation (4.2), the asymptotic distribution of Q under the null hypothesis H0 
is independent of the common value taken by the probabilities iziy and the test 
procedure is asymptotically of size a. Notice, however, that for a fixed sample 
size n, the distribution of Q under the null hypothesis H0 depends on the par­
ticular value taken by the probabilities jq. Also, in practice, it seems that for 
small sample sizes, a variance stabilizing correction of Anscombe (1948) is help­
ful in controlling the exact size of the test procedure, so that it is better to use 
ft; = (yt+3/8)/(«+3/4) in the test statistic rather than the actual exact sample pro­
portion, and also Vh+1/2 in place of VaT.
We now address the problem of determining the smallest sample size n 
which will achieve the power requirement (4.3) assuming the asymptotic distri­
bution of Q. Let
g(K,n) = P {  Q >  | n,n }
be the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis for given values of 
n  = (%, ... , nk) and n. Then the asymptotic least favourable configurations of 
success probabilities n  are defined to be those values of x  e 0 A(8) which 
minimize the power function g(rc,n) assuming the asymptotic distribution for Q. 
The following lemma identifies an asymptotic least favourable configuration.
Lemma 4.1 Let 8 e (0, 1), and define rc*(8) = ( (l-8)/2,
1/2, ... , 1/2, (l+8)/2 ). Then assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q, we 
have for any sample size n that
it e 0 a (5) => g(x,n) > g(]t'(5),n).
Proof of Lemma 4.1
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Without loss of generality assume that 7^  < ... < nk. Notice that 
re* -  711 = a => arcsim/i* -  arcsin^|^^[ > b
where
b = arc sin 1 +a
2
-  arc sin 1 - a
2 ’
an increasing function in a, with equality achieved only when 7Cj = (l-a)/2  
and nk = (l+a)/2. In addition, it follows from Corollary 3.2 of chapter 3 that, 
assuming asymptotic normal distributions (4.2), under the condition
for any constant c, and the value of the power function in this case is increasing 
with b. Consequently, under the condition (4.1), the power function g(n,n) is 
minimized when 7tj = (l-8 )/2 , 7t* = (l+8)/2 and 7t,- = 1/2 for 2< /< £-l. 
This completes the proof of the lemma #
As a consequence of the lemma, in order to satisfy the power requirement 
(4.3) assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q, it is necessary and sufficient to 
choose the sample size n so that g(n*(8),n) > p. The evaluation of 
g(n*(8),n) assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q is simple and requires 
only the evaluation of a one-dimensional integral regardless of k, the number of 
populations ( see equation (2.19) of chapter 2 ), and a search may easily be made 
by computer to find the required sample size n.
However, since a computer program is needed anyway to evaluate the power 
function g(7C*(8),n) even assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q, it may be 
just as convenient to evaluate the power function exactly. The exact value of 
g(rc,n), assuming that the variance stabilising correction is applied, can be 
evaluated using the following expression with c = qkt00/2'ln+1/2.
max | arcsinVtc7 -  arcsinVi7 | ^ b> l<i,j<k J
the power function g(7C,n) is minimised when
arcsinV7ti~ = c-b/2 
arcsim/iq = c 
arc sin = c+b/2,
1 -  g(n,n) =
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P{ max arc sin>/(Y:+ 3/8)/( n+3/4) -  min arc sin-y/(Y:+3/8)/( n+3/4) < c }
l<i'<£
= Y  />( min y. = x, max Y. <, U(x) ) 
ls is t Isis*
= Y  [/>( x £ min yif max y; :£ t / ( x ) ) 
xtr0 i<»<*
-  P ( x < min 7-, max Y: < U(x) ) ]
\<i<k l<i<k
n k k= e cn p( * * yi * u(x) > - n p( * < yi * u{x)) ], (4.4)
x=0  i=l i= 1
where
U(x) = (h+3/4) £sin( min (arc sinV( jc+3/8)/( /x+3/4)+c, n/2) ) j  -  3/8,
and Yt ~ fi(n,7t,), 1 <* i ^  k. The difficulty of the exact evaluation of the 
power function g(7C*(5),rt) is independent of k ( since rc2= ... = nk- i  and so 
k - 2  of the product terms in equation (4.4) are identical ) but is increasing in the 
sample size n. In fact
g(7C*(5),rt) =
1 “  £  x ^ Y ^ U i x ) ) P( x<Y2<U(x ) )*"2 />( x<>Yk<U(x) )
x=0
-  />( x<yt <*/(*)) y>( x<Y2<U{x ) )k~2 P{ x<Yk<U(x) ) ] ,
where Yl ~ J3(h, (l-5)/2), y2 ~ B(n, 1/2) and y* ~ B(n,  (l+8)/2). The 
exact size of the test procedure when TCf- = n, 1 < i < k, may also be evaluated 
using expression (4.4), which becomes
g (* ,n )  =
1 -  £  ! [P( x<Yi<U(x) )]* -  [/>( x<Yl <U(x) )]* ) ,
x=0
where Y± ~ B(n, %).
In Table 4.1 we present some calculations of the exact size of the test pro­
cedure for a nominal size value of a  = 0.10, for k = 2, ... , 6 populations, 
— k  = 0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.5, 1 < i < k, and various sample sizes n. These 
values were calculated using the variance stabilizing correction suggested above.
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If this correction is not used then the test tends to be predominantly liberal for the 
smaller values of 7t. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the convergence of the 
exact size to the nominal size is not monotonic in the sample size, which is due to 
the discrete nature of the problem. Of course, because of the discreteness, there 
will not in general be a critical point which will produce a test of size exactly 
equal to the given nominal value. The only alternatives to a procedure of this 
kind which has varying size are a randomized test or a test which is always con­
servative and may have low power, both of which have their disadvantages.
In Table 4.2 we present some calculations of the exact power evaluated at the 
asymptotic least favourable configuration g(n*(8),n) for a nominal size value of 
a  = 0.10, for k = 2, ... , 6 populations, 8 = 0.1, 0.2, and various sample 
sizes n. For a fixed critical point, the power does not always increase as the sam­
ple size increases, but then it must be remembered that the exact size of the test is 
also dependent on the sample size. Thus, certain care needs to be taken in deter­
mining the smallest sample size needed to guarantee a certain power level, and the 
experimenter should take into consideration both the exact size and exact power 
level associated with a given sample size. It can be seen from Table 4.2 that in 
order to obtain reasonable power levels, (3 > 0.95 for 8 = 0.2 say, then quite 
large sample sizes are required, e.g. n > 130 for k = 2 and n > 190 for 
k = 6. For sample sizes of this order it would appear from Table 4.1 that the 
exact size is generally well approximated by the nominal size.
If the assumption of the asymptotic distribution of Q is not made, then a 
practical method of sample size determination would perhaps be to first find a 
sample size for which the exact power function evaluated at the asymptotic least 
favourable configuration of probabilities, g(7i*(8),/i), with a critical value of 
exceeds the required power level (3. Then, for that sample size, the exact 
size of the test procedure could be evaluated at appropriate values of 
7i = (7t, ... , 7t)- If the experimenter is not happy with the exact size levels then 
an alteration can be made in the critical point and the process repeated. Of 
course, for a given sample size n, there may be a set of probabilities 71 e 0 A(8) 
for which the power is smaller than at tc*(8), although asymptotically this cannot 
be the case. The experimenter may feel that it is necessary to check the value of 
the exact power function g(n>n) in the neighborhood of 7t*(8) to ensure that a 
suitable power level is attained.
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However, the power levels attained for probabilities % e 0 A(S) will gen­
erally be substantially higher than those attained at 7t*(8), even for probabilities 
7t for which there is equality in the condition (4.1). For example, when k = 3, 
Table 4.3 compares the exact power level calculated at 
tc*(8) = ( (l-5 )/2 , 1/2, (l+8)/2 ) with the exact power level calculated at 
tc'(5) = ( (l-8 )/2 , (l-8 )/2 , (l+8)/2 ), for a  = 0.10 and 8 = 0.1, 0.2. For 
the cases considered, the power level can be as much as 0.1 higher at 7t'(S) 
than at rc*(8).
Table 4.4 compares the exact power level at 
Ji* (5) = ((1 —S)/2, 1/2, (l+8)/2) with the power level calculated also at tc*(8) 
but by using the normal approximation (4.2), for a  = 0.10 and 8 = 0.1, 0.2. 
For the cases considered, it seems that the normal approximations are quite rea­
sonable. In particular, for large powers the approximations fit the exact values 
quite well.
It may well be the case that, for certain experiments the experimenter know 
that the probabilities icf are all large, or are all small. In other words, the 
experimenter may be able to state a bound L, 1/2 < L < 1, and be confident 
that Kj > L , \ < i < k ,  ( or equivalently, 7q < 1-L, \ < i < k  ). In such a situation, 
the asymptotic least favourable configuration tc*(8) is not realistic, and guaran­
teeing power levels at 7t*(8) will be unnecessarily conservative. A natural alter­
nation for this situation is to define the difference zone 0 A(8,L) by
@a (8,L) = { 7C=(7ti, ... , Kk) : max |7t;-7t.|>8, min7t;>L )
1 < ij< k  J l<i<k
for some positive constant 8, and the power requirement is then
n e ©a (8,L) =» P( reject H0 ) > p (4.5)
for a fixed power level (5. The following lemma identifies an asymptotic least 
favourable configuration for the difference zone 0 A(8,L).
Lemma 4.2 Let 8 e (0, 1), L s  [1/2, 1), and 8 + L < 1. Define
ji*(8,L) = ( L, a, ... , a, (L +8)), where
a = [ sin{ ( arcsinVZT + arcsinVL+8 )/2 ) ] 2 .
Then assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q, we have for any sample size n 
that
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1C e ©*(8,L) => g(n,n) > g(n*(8,L), n).
Proof of Lemma 4.2
Without loss of generality assume that TCi < ... < it*. Notice that
Kk—Ki - a ,  and Tt\>L => ^ICsin l^^zk -  > b
where
^  I 1+fl b = a rc s in ^ — ------ arc sin
an increasing function in ay with equality achieved only when tc^  = L and 
nk = L+8. Then following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we 
have that, for 7t e ©A(8,L), the power function g(n,n)  is minimised when 
= L, %k = L+8 and it,- = a for 2<i<k-l.  This completes the proof of the 
lemma #
As a consequence of this lemma, in order to satisfy the power requirement (4.5) 
assuming the asymptotic distribution of Q, it is necessary and sufficient to 
choose the sample size n so that g(K*(8,L), ri) > (3. The evaluation of the 
exact value g(n*(8,L), n) can also be carried out using equation (4.4) with 
Yi ~ B(n , L), Y2 -  B{n , a) and Yk ~ B(n t L+a).
Above, we have considered how to assess the power levels of a test of the 
homogeneity of k Bernoulli probabilities under the simple range restriction (4.1). 
Following classical ideas, we suggest that this provides the experimenter with a 
convenient first-step interpretation of the sensitivity of the test procedure 
employed. Nevertheless, the limitations of this approach to power assessment, in 
conjunction with the limitations of hypothesis testing, must be understood. For 
example, if -  Kj > 8, then it is not guaranteed that populations i and j  
will be responsible for the rejection of the hypothesis test and that an inference 
may be drawn that 7t; > Kj. In order to guarantee specific inferences of this 
nature, then some kind of multiple comparison or multiple decision procedure is 
required ( see, for example, Gupta & Panchapakesan (1979) ). However, it is 
common practice to perform a hypothesis test of the homogeneity of Bernoulli 
probabilities, and it is important for the experimenter to have some indication of 
the power levels achieved.
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We have considered a test procedure based on the range of the arcsin-root 
transformations of the observed population proportions. Some advantages of this 
test procedure are that, under asymptotic assumptions, the least favourable 
configuration of probabilities can be easily identified, and also a convenient 
expression can be found to evaluate the exact power function. Under asymptotic 
assumptions, power levels can be found by evaluating just a one-dimensional 
integral expression. However, in practice, it may be just as easy to calculate the 
exact power levels afforded by various sample sizes and to calculate the exact size 
of the test procedure.
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Table 4.1
The exact size of the test of the null hypothesis H0, with k populations, sample size n, 
7 t= (7 t , . . . ,7 t)  and a nominal size of a=0.10.
n n k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6
70 0.1 0.104 0.089 0.089 0.114 0.095
75 0.1 0.102 0.091 0.093 0.113 0.097
80 0.1 0.102 0.094 0.098 0.111 0.099
85 0.1 0.102 0.097 0.102 0.105 0.101
90 0.1 0.102 0.099 0.105 0.106 0.104
100 0.1 0.012 0.101 0.099 0.109 0.095
110 0.1 0.103 0.103 0.099 0.095 0.098
130 0.1 0.104 0.105 0.099 0.098 0.108
150 0.1 0.100 0.101 0.103 0.102 0.098
170 0.1 0.101 0.100 0.101 0.104 0.099
190 0.1 0.098 0.103 0.103 0.103 0.100
70 0.2 0.099 0.105 0.103 0.099 0.101
75 0.2 0.099 0.096 0.098 0.105 0.100
80 0.2 0.102 0.101 0.098 0.097 0.102
85 0.2 0.101 0.099 0.102 0.101 0.105
90 0.2 0.100 0.101 0.104 0.105 0.098
100 0.2 0.099 0.097 0.098 0.100 0.105
110 0.2 0.101 0.101 0.099 0.099 0.099
130 0.2 0.102 0.101 0.099 0.099 0.102
150 0.2 0.100 0.099 0.099 0.100 0.099
170 0.2 0.099 0.099 0.101 0.100 0.101
190 0.2 0.099 0.102 0.099 0.099 0.101
70 0.3 0.097 0.098 0.099 0.097 0.104
75 0.3 0.097 0.101 0.098 0.099 0.104
80 0.3 0.102 0.099 0.098 0.099 0.098
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Table 4.2
The exact power of the test of the null hypothesis HQ with k populations, 
sample size n, and nominal size a=0.10, under the asymptotic least favourable 
configuration it* (8).
5 n k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6
0.10 70 0.339 0.242 0.234 0.214 0.185
0.10 75 0.320 0.278 0.228 0.203 0.227
0.10 80 0.348 0.299 0.250 0.232 0.205
0.10 85 0.382 0.290 0.288 0.225 0.244
0.10 90 0.364 0.325 0.263 0.246 0.221
0.10 95 0.387 0.301 0.298 0.283 0.257
0.10 100 0.418 0.333 0.274 0.257 0.233
0.10 110 0.421 0.339 0.340 0.267 0.244
0.10 130 0.477 0.401 0.348 0.336 0.315
0.10 150 0.524 0.456 0.407 0.342 0.322
0.10 170 0.566 0.503 0.408 0.397 0.379
0.10 190 0.607 0.519 0.455 0.446 0.379
0.20 70 0.782 0.654 0.618 0.572 0.516
0.20 75 0.779 0.708 0.626 0.575 0.589
0.20 80 0.813 0.741 0.670 0.629 0.579
0.20 85 0.846 0.748 0.723 0.637 0.644
0.20 90 0.843 0.790 0.713 0.677 0.633
0.20 95 0.866 0.782 0.759 0.728 0.689
0.20 100 0.890 0.817 0.751 0.718 0.679
0.20 110 0.904 0.841 0.824 0.753 0.718
0.20 130 0.943 0.903 0.864 0.846 0.822
0.20 150 0.966 0.941 0.916 0.879 0.860
0.20 170 0.979 0.964 0.934 0.924 0.912
0.20 190 0.988 0.974 0.959 0.953 0.930
Table 4.3
The exact powers of the test of the null hypothesis H0 with k=3 popula­
tions, sample size n, and nominal size a=0.10, at the asymptotic least favour­
able configuration
n*(fi)=((1 - 8)/2,1/2,(1+8)/2) and at tc'(8)=((1-8)/2,(1-5)/2,(1+5)/2).
8 n *K 7 t '
0.10 70 0.242 0.294
0.10 75 0.278 0.335
0.10 80 0.291 0.361
0.10 85 0.290 0.353
0.10 90 0.325 0.393
0.10 95 0.301 0.370
0.10 100 0.333 0.405
0.10 110 0.339 0.417
0.10 130 0.401 0.490
0.10 150 0.456 0.552
0.10 170 0.503 0.605
0.10 190 0.519 0.628
0.20 70 0.652 0.769
0.20 75 0.708 0.815
0.20 80 0.741 0.845
0.20 85 0.748 0.851
0.20 90 0.790 0.883
0.20 95 0.782 0.880
0.20 100 0.817 0.905
0.20 110 0.841 0.922
0.20 130 0.903 0.961
0.20 150 0.941 0.980
0.20 170 0.964 0.990
0.20 190 0.974 0.994
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Table 4.4
Comparison of the exact powers at the asymptotic least favourable 
configuration n* (8)=((1 -  8)/2, 1/2, (1+8)/2) and the power using normal approxi­
mation (4.2), of the test of the null hypothesis H0 with k- 3 populations, sam­
ple size 7i, and and nominal size a=0.10.
5 n exact power approximate power
0.10 70 0.242 0.264
0.10 75 0.278 0.276
0.10 80 0.291 0.288
0.10 85 0.290 0.299
0.10 90 0.325 0.311
0.10 95 0.301 0.322
0.10 100 0.333 0.334
0.10 110 0.339 0.356
0.10 130 0.401 0.400
0.10 150 0.456 0.443
0.10 170 0.503 0.484
0.10 190 0.519 0.523
0.20 70 0.652 0.678
0.20 75 0.708 0.706
0.20 80 0.741 0.732
0.20 85 0.748 0.756
0.20 90 0.790 0.778
0.20 95 0.782 0.799
0.20 100 0.817 0.817
0.20 110 0.841 0.851
0.20 130 0.903 0.902
0.20 150 0.941 0.936
0.20 170 0.964 0.960
0.20 190 0.974 0.975
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Chapter 5 
Multiple comparisons with a control
5.1 Multiple comparisons with a control for normal data
5.2 Multiple comparisons with a control for Bernoulli data
5.1 Multiple comparisons with a control for normal data
In this chapter we consider the problem of testing k treatments with a con­
trol. In the first section, we consider this problem under the usual assumptions 
that observations from the control are independently normally distributed with 
mean p0 and variance a 2, and that observations from the ith treatment are 
independently normally distributed with mean p,- and variance a 2, 1 <i<k. The 
common variance a 2, and the population means p<), p 1# ... , p* are all unk­
nown, and it is assumed that the experimenter is interested in making inferences 
on the k differences Pj - Po, I <i<k.  In the next section, we consider the 
similar problem for Bernoulli data.
A common statistical problem is that of comparing simultaneously k ( >2 ) 
treatments with a control. The usual model employed for this problem is that the 
experimenter has n0 independent normally distributed observations from the con­
trol
X0y ~ N(Ho. a2), l^'<n0
and n independent normally distributed observations from each of the k treat­
ments
Xy -  N(\iit a 2), 1 <j<n, 1 <i<k.
The mean of the control population p<) and the k treatment means p,-, \<i<k,
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are unknown, and the experimenter is interested in making inferences on the k 
differences \ii~\iQ, l<i<k. The error variance a 2 is assumed to be common to 
the control and the k treatments, and is unknown.
Dunnett (1955,1964) showed how to construct a simultaneous set of 
confidence intervals (one-sided or two-sided) for these differences , 1 <i<k
as follows. Define the sample means 
  «0
an d
Xq -  £X oy/rt() ~ m o ,  a  /«o)> 
j =  i
x * = 'L x ij/n ~ m i *  o2m),
7=1
1 <i<k,
and let S 2 be distributed independently of these sample means as a g 2%J/v ran­
dom variable for some degrees of freedom v. Usually, S 2 will be obtained 
from the following expression with v = n0+kn-(k+l) :
S z =_ 7=1
X (X o ,-X 0)2 + £  ic X y - X ,)2
i= l 7=1
tio+kn-(k+l)
Dunnett’s procedures use the following two test statistics
Xi-Xo
T\ = max 
\<i<k
and 7\ = max
i<i<*
|X ;-X 0
for constructing one-sided and two-sided confidence intervals respectively. Under 
the condition P i-P o  = ... = M*-Po = 0, the statistic T1 has a ^-dimensional
t-distribution with v degrees of freedom and equal correlations p = n
n+tiQ
while T2 has a similar |r|-distribution. Let the upper a  point of these two dis­
tributions be labelled T£v p and |T |“ vp respectively. One-sided and two-sided 
size a  tests of the null hypothesis H0 may then be made using the statistics T1 
and T2 respectively, namely,
reject H0 : -  p0 < 0, 1 < i < k iff Tx > T£v>p (5.1)
and
reject H0 : -  p0 = 0, 1 < i < k iff T2 > |T |£ v,p. (5.2)
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These tests produce the following sets of 1 - a  level simultaneous confidence 
intervals. The set of simultaneous one-sided confidence intervals is
Hi-Ho > X,-Xo -  T^ViPs J — + -  , 1 <i<k ,
v n0 n
and the set of simultaneous two-sided confidence intervals is
Hi-Ho 6 X;-Xo ± \ T \ l Vif, s J  —  + -  , 1<!<*.\  hq n
Both sets of confidence intervals have a joint confidence level of exactly 1 -a . A 
test will reject the null hypothesis H0 iff the respective set of confidence inter­
vals includes a confidence interval which does not contain zero. When o2 is 
assumed to be known, we only need to put v = <», thus S = a  which is 
assumed to be known, in the above procedures. Some tables of the critical points 
and may be found, for example, in Tamhane & Hochberg
(1987), and Bechhofer and Dunnett (1988). Bechhofer (1969), Bechhofer & Noc­
turne (1972) and Bechhofer & Tamhane (1983) have shown how to choose the 
sample sizes to guarantee confidence intervals of a certain predetermined length 
when the error variance a2 is assumed known. However, we propose that the 
sample sizes should be chosen to directly satisfy certain prespecified conditions on 
the power function of the test being used. In the following, we consider the one­
sided situation first.
If the experimenter is interested only in determining whether any of the the 
k treatments is better than the control, i.e. whether M-; -  Po > 0 for some /, 
then it is appropriate to perform a one-sided test and to construct a set of simul­
taneous one-sided confidence intervals. For this problem we define two subsets of 
the parameter space R*+1 for p  = (Po,Pi ,...,p*), namely the "null set"
®oi = ( M- : H,—Ho ^ °» K
and the difference zone
0^1 = { p : \it -  Pq  ^ aa, for at least one i, 1 < i < k }.
We are interested in testing the null hypothesis H0: p  € ©0i, and shall reject
the null hypothesis iff Tj > b for some critical point b. We stipulate the fol­
lowing probability requirements:
p e 0Qi => P( reject H0 ) < a  (5.3)
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and
p g @Al => P( reject H0 ) > p. (5.4)
These probability requirements have simple intuitive appeal and are easily inter­
pretable. The experimenter can choose a , p and a to give the experiment any 
desired amount of sensitivity. For the given values of a , p, a and k predeter­
mined by the experimenter, our goal is then to choose the sample sizes n0 and n 
to satisfy the probability requirements (5.3) and (5.4), and to minimize the total 
sample size N  = nQ + kn ( assuming that the costs of sampling from the treat­
ments and the control are equal).
To achieve this goal we first obtain an expression for the probability of 
rejecting the null hypothesis:
1 -  P{ reject H0 ) = P ( T l < b )
= P
X j-X 0
J X T T
\  n0 n
<>b\ 1 < i <> k
= J “ 0 f ( s )  Wi(^) ds, 
where f ( s )  is the p.d.f. of a xj/v  random variable, and
WjO) = P X ,-  X„ £ b<so^  1 Z i  Z k
V «o "
G  \  n0 \  n0
(5.5)
= C-oo n  ®i= 1
dx,
where <p(jc) and O(x) are respectively the p.d.f. and c.d.f. of a standard normal
random variable. It is clear from expression (5.5) that P(  reject H0 ) is increas­
ing in each of the differences 1-1/—Mo * 1 £i£k. Therefore, in order to satisfy con­
dition (5.3) it is sufficient to choose the critical point b so that
P ( T l > b I m -Ho = ... = nt -Ho = 0 )  = a ,
and hence, it follows from the discussion in the introduction that b = T£v p, 
with p = n/(n+nQ).
In addition, if we define the least favourable configuration of the mean vec­
tors p. to be those vectors ji in the difference zone ©^j which minimize the 
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis H0, then clearly these least favourable
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configurations are of the form
=  . . .  =  =  “ °°» =  aG
or some permutation of this among the indices /, 1 <i<k. Under this least favour­
able configuration, we have
P( reject H0 ) = P
N( a!
V n0 n 1)
>  T a  ^ I k,v,p (5.6)
where v = n0+ k n - k - 1. Therefore we have to choose the sample sizes «0 and 
n to minimize the total sample size N  under the condition that expression (5.6) 
is no less than p. It is useful now to consider the sample sizes n0 and n as 
continuous quantities. Notice that
Np J N (l-P )n =  ----------- , and nQ = — —^ ^ L
1-p+kp \ -p+kp
so that expression (5.6) may be rewritten as
" ' • W - i S & k '  ■>
(5.7)
l+ (* -l)P  
V x^v
>  T a (5.8)
An important question is how, for a fixed total sample size N, should the corre­
lation p be chosen so as to maximize expression (5.8). In other words, for a 
fixed total sample size N , how should observations be allocated between the con­
trol and the treatments in order to maximize the least favourable power of the 
difference zone @A1. It is not possible to provide a simple exact answer to this 
question due to the dependence of the critical point T£v>p on the correlation p. 
Nevertheless, investigation shows that T£v p changes only very slightly as p 
changes. Therefore, it is sensible to choose the correlation p so as to maximize
P; ~ » which is achieved at l+ (fc-l)p
p = ~ u W '
This choice of the correlation p maximizes expression (5.8), ignoring small 
changes in the critical point. The correlation p produces a sampling ratio of 
nQ = rvfk, which has previously been suggested as a good sampling ratio.
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It is now necessary to find the smallest value of N  so that expression (5.8) 
with p = p is greater than or equal to p, i.e.
L  1)
1  ^ ma> T l > P (5.9)
where v = N -  (k+l). A simple computer program will now evaluate expression 
(5.9) and allow the required value of N  to be determined. A slight snag is that 
the critical points T^v.p arc only tabulated for certain values of p and v. 
Nevertheless, they are easy to calculate, and it is simple to incorporate their cal­
culation into the computer program. Also, since 7**vp is known to be decreas­
ing in both p and v, existing tables may be used to provide "conservative" 
values of the critical points needed in equation (5.9) which will ensure that the 
probability requirements are met.
Let the smallest value of N  satisfying equation (5.9) be denoted by N . 
Then the required sample sizes n0 and n may be determined from equations 
(5.7) evaluated at N  and p, i.e.
A A
N A .  Nn = —j=—  , and nQ =
<k+k ’ u l + v r
These will, of course, not in general be integer values. The probability require­
ments will be met if they are both rounded up to the next integer. In addition, it 
may be possible to satisfy the probability requirements by rounding one of the 
numbers up and one of the numbers down, thus saving costs. Again, the computer 
program may be employed to discover whether this is possible. A useful rule in 
practice, it seems, is to round up the treatment sample size n> and then choose
A
the control sample size n0 to be the smallest integer such that nQ+kn > N.
Some illustrative examples of the required sample sizes calculated using this 
procedure are contained in Table 5.1 for a size of a=0.05, and the difference 
zone specified with 0=1.0. For k=2, ... , 6, and (3=0.95, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70, 
and 0.60, the table contains the required sample sizes n0 and n, the total 
number of observation required N, and the critical point T® v5p. The precision 
was set at a level sufficient to guarantee agreement with independent calculations 
(e.g. previously published tables of critical points).
An interesting phenomenon which can be observed from Table 5.1 is that for 
a fixed value of the power level P, the treatment sample size n seems to be
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effectively independent of the number of treatments k. An advantage of this is 
that it would allow the experimenter to add additional treatments to the experiment 
at a late stage and maintain the probability level required without resampling from 
the previous treatments.
It may well be the case that, for certain experiments the experimenter will 
know that the differences are all larger than some negative constant. In
other words, the experimenter may be able to state a bound -L , 0 < L < «>, 
and be confident that ^  -L a , 0<i<k. In such a situation, the least
favourable configuration
is not realistic, and guaranteeing the power level defined in (5.6) will be unneces­
sarily conservative. A natural change for this situation is to define the difference 
zone ®ai 0-) by
©AiW = ( H : max (H,—Ho) S ao, min Ox,—Ho) s  ~ L<5 )
1 <i<k 1 <i<k
for some positive constant a, L, and the power requirement is then
for a fixed power level p. It is clear from expression (5.5) that the least favour­
able configurations for the difference zone 0 A1 (L) are of the form
where b = Tj?v p. Again, we have to choose the sample sizes n0 and n to 
minimize the total sample size N  under the condition that the least favourable 
power for the difference zone ®Ai(L) is no less than p. This problem can be 
treated in the similar way as in the preceding discussion, the details are omitted 
here. Next we consider the two-sidered test.
If the experimenter is interested in determining whether any of the k treat­
ments are different to the control, i.e. whether 4= 0 for some i, then it
- ••• - - °°» M-jfc—Mo - a<J
H  e 0 A1(L) => /’(reject //„) > (3
Hi-Mo = — = t^“Mo = oo •
Under this least favourable configuration, we have, in expression (5.5),
VHi(j) = <p(x) n  (D*-1 /Wn + + b-Js-J 1+—i=l I V "0 V «o
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is appropriate to perform a two-sided test and to construct a set of two-sided 
confidence intervals. In this case we define the "null set"
©02 =  ( I*;~Ho =  0 ,  l S /<ik } ,
and the difference zone
®A2 = ( I P»_ Po I -  aG for at least one i, 1 <i<k }.
Again we are interested in testing the null hypothesis
H0 : \l e @02,
and our probability requirements are
\l g ©02 => P( reject H0 ) < a  (5.10)
and
\i e ©A2 => P( reject H0 ) > p , (5.11)
where the null hypothesis is rejected iff T2 > b for a suitable critical point b.
This power approach has been independently proposed by Bristol(1989) in the
context of designing clinical trials, in which the author gave a method to calculate
a lower bound on min P( reject Hq ) when a 2 is assumed known and
*16 0*2
n0 = n. For given values of a , p ,  a and k predetermined by the experimenter, 
we have to find values of the sample sizes n0 and n to satisfy the probability 
requirements (5.10) and (5.11), and yet to minimise the total sample size 
N  = n0 + kn.
As before, it is clear from the discussion in the introduction that if |T |“tV,p 
is used as the critical point, then
p, g ©02 => P( reject H0 ) = a ,
so that the probability requirement (5.10) is satisfied. The probability of rejecting 
the null hypothesis H0 may then be written as
P( reject H0 ) = 1 -  J f ( s ) W2(s>N,p,5) ds (5.12)
s=0
where, as before, f ( s )  is the p.d.f. of a X v ^  random variable, and
W^s.W.p.S) = P( | | <1 VF |T |“ v p; l</<* ) , (5.13)
where Y = ( Y i , ..., Yk ) has a ^-dimensional normal distribution with unit
variances, covariances all equal to p = nl(n+n0)> and mean vector
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a l+ (£ - l)p  a
P (l-P ) _L 5
where
8 -  ( Hi-Mo, M*-Po )•
In order to guarantee that the probability requirement (5.11) is satisfied, it is 
now desirable to determine the least favourable configuration of the vector p. in 
the difference zone i.e. the vectors \i in S A2 which minimize the proba­
bility of rejecting Ho- Unfortunately, it is not possible, when the variance o2 is 
unknown, to determine the least favourable configuration or even to shrink 0^2 
to a useful subset which contains at least one least favourable configuration of 
&A2. This makes numerical search of the least favourable power in S A2 compli­
cated even for intermediate sized k. In the following, we first consider the known 
variance ( v=°° ) situation. In this case, we can identify the form of the least 
favourable configurations of 0 A2 to be
for some X, 0 < X, < 1. This property can be used to simplify the numerical 
search for the least favourable power. For the unknown variance case, we will 
give a lower bound on the least favourable power.
Ho is simply equal to 1 -  VP2(l,N ,p,8), where W2( ) is defined in (5.13) with 
v = °o. The following lemma establishes some basic properties of W2(l,N,p,S)  
as a function of 8.
Lemma 5.1 For W2(l,N,p,  8), we have
(i) W2(l,iV,p, 8) = W2(l,N,p,  -8 ) .
(ii) W2(l,W,p, 8) = J72(l,W,p, 7t8), for all ice II.
(iii) W2(l,W,p, 8) > W2(l,N ,p , m 8 ) ,  u > 1.
(iv) W2(l,Af,p, 8) > W2(l,N,p,  8*), if 8* »  8.
Proof of Lemma 5.1
As the proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 3.1 in chapter 3, the 
reader is referred to the proof of Lemma 3.1 #
8 = 8(m) = ac  ( Xt ..., X, 1 )
If the variance a 2 is known, the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis
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The following lemma gives the form of the least favourable configuration of 
the test defined in (5.2) with v=°° for the difference zone @A2.
Lemma 5.2 For W2( l tN,p,  8), we have
max W2(l,N ,p , 5) = max WiOJV.p, 8(X)) , 
jig0a2 Xg[-1, 1]
where 5 = (p j-p o , p*-Po) and 8(X) = «aa(^, X, l ) e R k.
Proof of Lemma 5.2
As a consequence of property (iii) of Lemma 5.1, it is sufficient to restrict
attention to the vectors p for which max Ip.-pnl = aa. Also, from the pro-i<;<*
perties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.1 we can assume -(p^-po) < Pi~Po ^ p2~Po
< ... < p^-Po and p*-Po = a<5 without loss of generality. Then as a conse­
quence of the property (iv) of Lemma 5.1 and the fact
( m -jio . ••• . ) »  «o ( X X, 1 )
1 *_1where X = — ——— ^ ( p {-p<)) e [0, 1], the lemma follows immediately # 
a o ( fc — 1)
In Lemma 5.4 below we ascertain that the actual value of X which maxim­
ises W^CLN.p.fiC^)) is in [0, 1]. To prove this we first need another simple 
lemma.
Lemma 5.3 Let f ( x )  and g(x) be symmetric functions such that
Xi > x2 ^ 0 implies f ( x 2) ^ f{x{) > 0  and g(x2) > g(x{) > 0. Also, let 
h(x) be an odd function with x h{x) > 0. Then for constants a, b > 0 we 
have
oo
J f i x )  g ix -a )  h(x+b) dx > 0.
— oo
Proof of Lemma 5.3
Notice that
oo oo
J f i x )  g(x-a)  h(x+b) dx = j  f ( x - b )  g ( x - a - b )  h{x) dx
— oo — oo
oo
= J [ f ( x - b )  g ( x - a - b )  -  f(x+b) g(x+a+b) ]  h(x) dx ^  0, 
o
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the final inequality following from the fact that for * > 0 we have 
h(x) > 0, f ( x - b ) > f (x+ b)
and
g ( x - a - b )  > g(x+a+b).
This completes the proof of lemma 5.3 #
We now state Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.4 For the W2(l,N ,p ,8 )  defined in equation (5.13) we have 
M> g @A2 => W2(l,N ,p ,8  ) £ max W2(l,N ,p ,8 (\) )
Xe[0, 1]
Proof of Lemma 5.4
As a consequence of Lemma 5.2, in order to prove the lemma it is now 
sufficient to establish that
max W2(l,N ,p,8(k)) = max W2(l,N,p,8(k) ). (5.14)
Equation (5.14) will be established by showing that
 ^ dW2(l,N ,p,8& ))
X <. 0 => ----- -— -7-----------  > 0 . (5.15)ak
Notice that
W2( \ , N , p , m  ) = P ( \ Z i - Z 0 \< , t l -, 1 </<* } ,
where
h  -  m £ - .p  ^ 7  + j - ."o
and where Z0 and the Z{ , 1 < j < k, are independent random variables with
Z0 -  N( 0, —  ),
«o
Z. -  N( Xa, — ), l S i <  *-1 
n
Zk -  N( a, -  ).
n
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Thus we can write
oo
W2( l , N , p M X ) )  = J h ( x )  g i ( x - a )  ( g l (x-Xa)  )*"* dx
where
X— — 0 0
and
f i W  = V«o <P( V"o * )> (5.16)
^(jc) = 0 (  <n U+rO ) - ® ( < n  ( x - t i )  ), (5.17)
= J f i M  g i ( x - a )  hi (x-Xa)  dx (5.18)
and hence
d W2( \ , N . p , S ( X) ) 
dX
A —  —  w
where
hi(x) = a < n  (fc-1) ( gi(x) )k~2 [cp(fn (x - t x)) -  <p(V/T Cx+fO)]. (5.19)
Now, we note from equations (5.16), (5.17) and (5.19) that the functions 
/lOO, £i(*) and ^i(*) satisfy the conditions imposed in lemma 5.3 on the 
functions f ( x ) ,  g(x) and h(x) respectively, and hence that Lemma 5.3 
ensures that expression (5.18) is non-negative for X < 0. Thus expression (5.15) 
is satisfied, and this completes the proof of the lemma #




d W 2{ \ ,N ,vM X ))
> 0, for X = 0 ,
< 0, for X = 1 ,
dX
which can be seen from expression (5.18). Hence, the value X at the least 
favourable configuration is in fact in (0, 1).
So the least favourable configuration of the test defined in (5.2) for the 
difference zone 0^2> assuming that a  is known, has the form
( H i-Po ) = a a ( X ,  ... , X, 1 ),
for some X e (0, 1). The actual value of X. at the least favourable configuration 
depends in a complicated fashion on the parameters N, p, k, a ,  a. Denote the
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probability of rejecting Hq at 8(X) by
P( reject Ho )\m  = 1 -  W2( l , N , p , m  ) 
= h( N ,p ,X ) .
(5.20)
The problem now is to find the minimum value of the total sample size N  such 
that
The maximisation over the correlation p arises because for a given total sample 
size N  the allocation of observations between the control and the treatments can 
be chosen to maximize the least favourable power in the difference zone S A2, 
and the minimisation over X occurs because the probability requirement (5.11) 
needs to be guaranteed at the (unknown) least favourable configuration in the 
difference zone 0^2 •
We address first the problem of the maximisation over the correlation p. The 
dependence of the function h{ N , p , X ) on p occurs in three ways: first, 
through the critical point |T |“>00 p, secondly through the correlation of the Yit 
and thirdly through the scale factor
of the mean vector of the T, ’s. Furthermore, computational investigation shows 
that the effect on h( N ,p ,X ) of changes in p in the first two cases is slight 
compared with the effect on h{ N,p,X ) of changes in p in the third case. 
Thus a sensible choice of p might be
which maximizes expression (5.21). Such a choice of p maximises the function 
h{ N , p , X ) ignoring the first two dependences on p described above (this can 
been seen from the property (iii) of Lemma 5.1). Again, the correlation p pro-
good sampling ratio for generating simultaneous confidence intervals. In Table
5.2 we present some calculations which confirm that, for the cases considered, 
allocating observations according (as closely as possible) to the correlation p is 
in fact optimal. For k=3 with A=120 and N=16, we investigated the changes 
in the power under the least favourable configuration as the sampling ratio n0/n
max min h ( N , p , X )  > p.
0<P<1 0<X<1
(5.21)
duces a sample ratio of n0 = n f^k which has previously been suggested as a
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is varied while the total sample size N  remains fixed. From the results given in 
Table 5.2, it can be seen that the power is largest when the sampling ratio is 
n0/n = V3 ~ 1.73. Other investigations for different sets of parameters also sup­
port this indication that there is nothing to be gained by using sampling ratios, 
nQ/n, which are not as close as possible to VF.
Since the correlation p is independent of X, our problem is now to find
the smallest total sample size N  such that
min N,d,X  ) > p.
0<A.<1
Numerical investigation shows that /i(N,p,X) is unimodal as a function of
X e (0, 1). So, a simple computer program can be employed to find the required
A
value N. Notice that each time N  is changed, a further search needs to be per­
formed over X to find the value 1(N) at which the minimum is achieved. The 
function h ( N tp , X)  can be evaluated using the expression (5.20) with
+ o o
W2(1,AMU.)= j  <p(*)x
O [ x k~1/4 + Vl+1 !<k | r | “ _ . -  Xa 'IN (k+'Ik)~m  ]
l*-l
-  O [ x  k~1/4 -  Vl+1 rtk 171“ ^ p -  Xa 'IN (k+^lk )~m  ] [ x
® [ x  k~M + Vl+lW F |T|;“ -  a -Jn  (k+'Ik)~m  ]
-  4> [ x  k~M -  Vl+l/ViT I r l " ^  . -  a<N (k+Jic)~m  ] dx.
The Fortran77 programs necessary to calculate the required critical values
and to find N  have been developed.
Once the required value of the total sample size N  has been found, the
sample sizes n and nQ may be calculated from equations
n0 = VF n and N = nQ + k n,
which gives
^  A
N s .  Nn = — 7=    and n$ -
<k + k ~ 1 +VF*
Again, these will, of course, not in general be integer values. A practical rule is
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to choose the treatment sample size n and the control sample size n0 to be the 
integers such that nQ + kn = N, and nQ/n is as close to VF as possible. Some 
illustrative examples of the required sample sizes are contained in Table 5.3. For 
a  = 0.05, a = 1.0, and k =2, ... , 6, the table contains the required sample 
sizes nQ and n, the total number of observation required, N, for guaranteeing 
the power levels p = 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, and the critical point 
|r|g;£5p. in addition, Table 5.3 contains, for completeness, values of 1, the 
value of X at the least favourable configuration in the difference zone 0 ^ ,  
although this will not usually be of interest to the experimenter.
In the preceding discussion, the variance o2 is assumed to be known. If 
a 2 is unknown, we will not be able to identify the form of the least favourable 
configuration of Dunnett’s test procedure for the difference zone 0^2- So, the 
numerical search for the least favourable power is complicated even for &=4, for 
instance. However, as a first approximation, we can assume that o2 is known 
and equal to the value estimated from the available data, then follow the preceding 
discussion. Following, we obtain a lower bound on the least favourable power in 
©A2* We can see from expression (5.12) that
00
min P( reject Ho ) = 1 -  max J f ( s )  W2(s,N,p,8) ds
€ 0*2 H € 0*2 J=Q
OO
^ 1 -  f f ( s ) max W2(s,N ,p,8) ds 
s i  0
00
= 1 -  f  f ( s )  max iy2(iS»^»P»S(^)) ds. (5.22)
s lo  H
Expression (5.22) can be used as a lower bound on the least favourable power in 
the difference zone © ^  The complexity of its numerical evaluation is indepen­
dent of the number of treatments k, and it is less than a three dimensional 
integral. Table 5.4 contains this lower bounds for v = 20(top) and the least 
favourable powers for v = ©©(bottom), for different values of h = VA7(&+1) a 
under the square-root sample allocation, while a  = 0.1, 0.05, k - 2  to 8. From 
the entries of the table, we can see that the lower bounds for v = 20 can be 
lower than least favourable power for v = «> by as much as 0.101. If we search 
for the least favourable powers direcdy for v = 20, k = 2, 3, by using the NAG 
routines, then the results are very close to the lower bounds given in Table 5.4 
(the first two columns). In fact, the largest difference is 0.001. This indicates that
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the lower bounds given by expression (5.22), with v as large as 20, are good 
approximations for the least favourable powers of 0^2 • In order to guarantee the 
least favourable power to be no less than p, we only need to guarantee the lower 
bound given in (5.22) to be no less than p.
In the next section we will consider the problem of comparisons with a con­
trol for Bernoulli data.
5.2 Multiple comparisons with a control for Bernoulli data
In this section the problem of testing the equality of several treatment Ber­
noulli probabilities and a control Bernoulli probability is considered, and attention 
is specially directed to forming an assessment of power properties of such a test.
Suppose that we have k  independent treatments with Bernoulli responses in 
terms of their success probabilities 7tj, ..., nk, and that our data consist of n 
independent observations on each of the k  treatments. Let Yt denotes the 
number of successes from the /th treatment, the sample proportion of successes 
being fti=Yi/n (1 < i < k ) .  In addition, we assume that we have nQ independent 
observations from the control population which are identically distributed as Ber­
noulli random variables with success probability 7t0» and we denote the number 
of successes by Y0, so that our estimate of n0 is ftQ=Y0/n0. In this situation 
we consider testing the null hypothesis
H 0 : TZi —Kq =  . . .  =  7t*-7Co =  0  
at size a , and stipulate that the power requirement is no less than p whenever
max I 7tn -  7t, | > a
l<i<k
for some given value a e (0, 1). By using the acrsin-root transformation
I—  asy. — j
arcshrvft; -  N( arc sinyjKiy —  ) , 0 < i < k  (5.23)4 n
applied to the treatments and to the control, we derive a large sample test to meet 
the probability requirements, and show how to determine the necessary sample 
size.
If the experimenter is interested in determining whether any of the k  treat­
ments are different from the control population, i.e. whether iq -  tu0 # 0 for
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some i, then it is appropriate to test the following null hypothesis
H0 : —7Co = ... = nk- n 0 = 0 . (5.24)
Let the set be defined by
&A = { = (Jto. j t j : max|iij-7tol^a } c  [0, 1]*+1
1 < 1< *
for some fixed positive constant a e (0, 1). The problem which we address, in 
this section is to find a size a  test of the null hypothesis H0 which satisfies the 
following power requirement
7C+ e ©A => P{ reject Hq ) > P (5.25)
for a given fixed power level p. Again this power requirement is readily inter­
pretable by the experimenter, and the choice of the parameters a, p, and a 
allow the experimenter to achieve any desired level of sensitivity for the experi­
ment.
We propose the following test procedure which asymptotically satisfies the 
power requirements. We define
| arc sin arc sin 
T = max ----------------------------------  ,
i<i<* i j 1 1
2 \  nQ n
and we shall reject the null hypothesis Hq iff
t  > m g - . p ,
where lr l£~,P is the upper a-point of the 11\-distribution with parameters
k, oo, p ( see Tamhane & Hochberg (1987) ), and where p = —- — . As a
n+riQ
consequence of the asymptotic properties of the arcsin-root transformation given in 
equation (5.23), this test procedure is asymptotically of size a. Notice, however, 
that for fixed sample sizes n and n0, the distribution of T under the null 
hypothesis Hq depends on the particular values taken by the probabilities nz-. 
Also, in practice, it seems that for small sample sizes, a variance stabilizing 
correction of Anscombe (1948) is helpful in controlling the exact size of the test 
procedure, so that it is better to use = (T/+3/8)/(n+3/4) ( 1 < i < k ), and 
ft0 = (T0+3/8)/(rt0+3/4) in the test statistic rather than the actual exact sample 
proportions, and also n+1/2, n0+l/2 in place of nt n0.
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We now address the problem of determining the sample sizes n0 and n to 
satisfy the stipulated probability requirement (5.25) and to minimise the total sam­
ple size N = no + kn. Define
h{ 7C+,rt,/20 ) = P{ T > i T l ^  p | tc+,/z,/i0 }
to be the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis HQ for given values of 7t+, 
/z, and tiQ. The asymptotic least favourable configurations of 7C+ are defined to 
be those values of tc+ which are in the set and which asymptotically 
minimise the function k(n+,n>n0). The following lemma categorises these least 
favourable configurations.
Lemma 5.5 Define n *(m) = ( (l-<z)/2, m, ..., m, (l+a)/2 ). Then as 
n, nQ —> °° we have
n+ e =* /*(7C+1n,«o) > min h(Til(u)tn,n0).
( l-a) /2<u<(l+a)/2
Proof of Lemma 5.5
Without loss of generality assume that 7^  ^ ... < izk and n0 < (k1+nk)/2. 
Notice that
Tik -  Kq = a => arcsin^r^ -  arcsim/rc^ > b
where
b = arcsinV(l+a)/2 -  arcsinV(l-5)/2 ,
with equality achieved only when
1-3  1+3
"0 -  ~ 2 ~ ' %k -  —  •
In addition, it follows from Lemma 5.4, assuming the asymptotic normal distribu­
tion (5.23), that under the condition
max | arcsinVS7 -  arcsm-v/Tty \ > b ,
1 <i<k
the power function h(TZ+tn,n0) is minimised when
arcsin^io = c
arcsinVS^ = c + u* 1 <  i < k - 1
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arcsin>/7C^  = c + b
for any constant c and some particular value of u*, 0 < u* < b, depending 
on the parameters b, n, w0, a  and k. Furthermore, the power function in this 
case is increasing in b. Consequently, under the condition
max \ it: -  %q \ > a , 
l<i<k
the power function /i(jc+,« ,w0) is minimised when
1 - a  1+a
Kq -  —z » Kk -
and for 1 < i < fc-1,
, 1- a  1+0 xKJ = B 6 (— ) .
The proof is thus completed #
For a given total sample size N, the experimenter can choose how to allo­
cate observations between the treatments and the control. According to the results 
of Section 5.1, it is optimal to allocate observations between the treatments and 
control in such a way that
" = "*(iV )= v £ r
and (5.26)
+/AT\ ^
= " ° (A0 = 1 + W  ■
Such an allocation is optimal in the sense of maximising the least favourable 
power for a fixed total sample size N  assuming the asymptotical normality of 
(5.23). Of course, (5.26) will not give integer values in general. A useful rule in 
practice, it seems, is to round the treatment sample size n to the nearest integer, 
and then choose the control sample size n0 to be the integer such that 
n0 + kn = N. Thus, in order to satisfy the power requirement (5.25) asymptoti­
cally, the total sample size N  must be chosen so that
min h{ nt(u),n*(N ),nS(N ) ) > p . (5.27)
(l-aV2<H<(l+a)/2
A simple computer program may be employed to find such N  using the
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following expression for the power function h(n+tn,n0), assuming that the vari­
ance stabilizing correction is applied. Define
 T
Then
= i , p
2 \  n„+o 1/2 ^  n+1/2 ^ * “ 'p '
1 -  h( ic+,n,no ) =
P{ max | arc sin a / —^ \<i<k y n-+3/4
+378" f  Y0+3/8 ,
-  a rcsinA / -777- | < }
zio+3/4
"° * . rrprw r v+3/8
= E P ( Y o = y )  ™p {  |a rc s in a / 7 + 3/4 " -  5  d  1






.ri*[*wzx( 0, - d  + arc sin y+3/K*0+3/4
sin [min( d + arc sin «\f-
2 \  *0+3/4
)]
)]
-  3/8 ,
-  3/8 .
The complexity of the exact evaluation of the power function h( n l(u ),n ,n0 ) is 
independent of k ( since TZ\ = ... = izk_i -  u and so k- 1 of the product 
terms in equation (5.28) are identical ) but is increasing in the sample sizes n 
and nQ. In fact
1 -  h{ %l(u ),n ,n0 ) =
£  P{ Y0 = y ) P{ V(y) < ^  £ U(y) }k~l P{ V(y) < Yk < U{y) ) , 
>=o
where T0 ~ B(n0, (l-a)/2 ), Yx ~ B (n , m) and T* ~ £ (* , (l+a)/2). The 
exact size of the test procedure when Tiq = ... = nk = n0 = 7t may also be 
evaluated using expression (5.28), which becomes
1 -  h( 7C+,*,*o ) =
2  />( y0 = y ) P{ V(y) £ Kj < U(y) }* ,
>=o
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where %+ = ( n y ... , k ) e R*+1, Y0 ~ B(n0t n)y and Y: ~ B (n , rc).
In Table 5.5 we present some calculations of the exact size of the test pro­
cedure for a nominal size a  = 0 . 10, for k = 2 , ... , 6 populations, 
7tj = 7t0 = = 0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.5, 1 < i < ky and various sets of sample sizes
N  ( ny n0 ) according to the optimal allocation formula (5.26) with n rounded 
to the nearest integer. These values were calculated using the variance stabilising 
correction suggested above. It can be seen from Table 5.5 that the convergence of 
exact size to the nominal size is not monotonic in the sample sizes due to the 
discrete nature of the problem.
In Table 5.6 we present some calculations of the exact value
min h( n l(u )ynyn0 ) s  p* (5.29)
( l - a ) l 2 < u < ( l + a ) / 2
for a -  0 . 1, 0 .2, nominal size a  = 0 .10, k -  2 , ... , 6, and the sets of sam­
ple size N ( ny hq) used in Table 5.5. It can be seen from Table 5.6 that in 
order to obtain power level p > 0.90 for a = 0.2 say, then quite large sample 
sizes are required, e.g. n = 109, n0 = 188 for k = 3. For sample sizes of this 
order it would appear from Table 5.5 that the exact size is generally well approxi­
mated by the nominal size.
It may well be the case that, for certain experiments the experimenter will 
know that the probabilities 7tx- are all large or all small. In other words, the 
experimenter may be able to state a bound L, 1/2 < L < 1, and be confident 
that ni > L, 0<i<ky ( or equivalently, ^ 1-L, 0<i<k ). In such a situation, 
the asymptotic least favourable configuration tc*(«) is not realistic, and guaran­
teeing the power level p* defined in (5.29) will be unnecessarily conservative. 
A natural change for this situation is to define the difference zone QA(a,L) by
©a (a,L) = { 3t+=(7t0, TZi, ... , nk) : max |tc,* —tc0| m i n 7 t ; > L  )
1 < i < k  0 < i <k
for some positive constant ay and the power requirement is then
n+ e ®A(ayL) => P( reject H0 ) > p
for a fixed power level p. This problem can be treated in the similar way as in 
the preceding discussion, the details are omitted here.
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Table 5.1
Table of the required sample sizes nQ from the control and n from the 
treatments for the one-sided test procedure with k treatments, a=0.05, 0= 1.0 
and a power level of p. The total sample size is N , and T^v p is the required 
critical point
P n N t Ofc.v.p
k=2 0.95 31 23 77 1.96
0.90 24 19 62 1.96
0.80 19 14 47 1.98
0.70 15 11 37 1.99
0.60 12 9 30 2.01
mII 0.95 38 23 107 2.11
0.90 31 19 88 2.12
0.80 25 14 67 2.13
0.70 18 12 54 2.14
0.60 17 9 44 2.16
k=4 0.95 44 23 136 2.22
0.90 36 19 112 2.23
0.80 26 15 86 2.23
0.70 22 12 70 2.24
0.60 17 10 57 2.25
k=5 0.95 49 23 164 2.30
0.90 41 19 136 2.31
0.80 30 15 105 2.31
0.70 25 12 85 2.32
0.60 20 10 70 2.33
k=6 0.95 55 23 193 2.37
0.90 46 19 160 2.37
0.80 35 15 125 2.38
0.70 30 12 102 2.39
0.60 24 10 84 2.40
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Table 5.2
Table of the power levels at the least favourable configuration for the two- 
sided test procedure with known variance, k=3, a=1.0, and a=0.05. For fixed 
total sample sizes N= 120 and N=16, the control sample size n0 and the treat­
ment sample size n are varied. |T|“f00 p is the critical point, and X, is the value 
of X at the least favourable configuration.
N "0 n m £ ~ ,P 1 Hq/h power
76 37 13 2.378 0.11 2.846 0.772
76 34 14 2.376 0.13 2.429 0.786
76 31 15 2.373 0.14 2.067 0.796
76 28 16 2.369 0.16 1.750 0.799
76 25 17 2.364 0.18 1.471 0.798
76 22 18 2.357 0.20 1.222 0.789
76 19 19 2.349 0.22 1.000 0.772
76 16 20 2.338 0.24 0.800 0.744
76 13 21 2.323 0.26 0.619 0.699
120 54 22 2.376 0.15 2.455 0.944
120 51 23 2.374 0.16 2.217 0.947
120 48 24 2.372 0.17 2.000 0.950
120 45 25 2.369 0.18 1.800 0.951
120 42 26 2.367 0.20 1.615 0.951
120 39 27 2.363 0.21 1.444 0.950
120 36 28 2.359 0.23 1.286 0.947
120 33 29 2.355 0.24 1.138 0.943
120 30 30 2.349 0.25 1.000 0.937
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Table 5.3
Table of the required sample sizes nQ from the control and n from the 
treatments for the two-sided test procedure with k treatments, a =0.05,
a=1.0 and a power level of p. The total sample size is N, | r |“t00 p is the 
required critical point, and 1 is the value of X, at the least favourable 
configuration.
P *0 n N m £ ~ ,P
k=2 0.95 35 26 87 2.220 0.23
0.90 29 21 71 2.220 0.21
0.80 22 16 54 2.220 0.19
0.70 17 13 43 2.219 0.18
0.60 13 11 35 2.217 0.18
fc=3 0.95 45 25 120 2.369 0.18
0.90 36 21 99 2.368 0.18
0.80 28 16 76 2.387 0.16
0.70 23 13 62 2.390 0.15
0.60 17 11 50 2.365 0.15
k=4 0.95 52 25 152 2.472 0.16
0.90 42 21 126 2.471 0.16
0.80 34 16 98 2.473 0.14
0.70 28 13 80 2.473 0.12
0.60 21 11 65 2.470 0.12
k=5 0.95 58 25 183 2.550 0.15
0.90 48 21 153 2.550 0.14
0.80 39 16 119 2.551 0.12
0.70 32 13 97 2.552 0.12
0.60 26 11 81 2.551 0.11
k=6 0.95 64 25 214 2.613 0.14
0.90 52 21 178 2.612 0.13
0.80 38 17 140 2.609 0.13
0.70 31 14 115 2.609 0.11
0.60 30 11 96 2.615 0.10
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Table 5.4
A comparison between the lower bounds on the least favourable power with 
v = 20(top) and the least favourable powers with v = ©©(bottom), under square-root 
sample allocation, for different values of h = ^lN/(k+1) a. a  is the size of the 
test, while k is the number of treatments.
h k=2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2.0 0.319 0.286 0.266 0.252 0.242 0.233 0.226
0.341 0.310 0.291 0.278 0.268 0.260 0.253
2.5 0.438 0.397 0.372 0.354 0.340 0.329 0.320
0.470 0.433 0.410 0.394 0.382 0.373 0.365
3.0 0.567 0.524 0.496 0.476 0.461 0.449 0.438
0.605 0.568 0.546 0.530 0.518 0.508 0.500
3.5 0.692 0.651 0.625 0.606 0.592 0.580 0.570
0.731 0.699 0.680 0.667 0.657 0.649 0.642
4.0 0.798 0.765 0.743 0.728 0.716 0.706 0.698
0.833 0.810 0.796 0.787 0.780 0.774 0.770
4.5 0.879 0.855 0.840 0.828 0.820 0.813 0.807
0.907 0.892 0.883 0.878 0.874 0.871 0.868
5.0 0.934 0.919 0.909 0.902 0.896 0.892 0.888
0.953 0.945 0.940 0.937 0.935 0.934 0.933
5.5 0.967 0.959 0.953 0.949 0.946 0.945 0.944
0.979 0.975 0.973 0.971 0.971 0.970 0.970
2.0 0.209 0.182 0.167 0.156 0.148 0.142 0.137
0.232 0.206 0.191 0.181 0.173 0.167 0.162
2.5 0.310 0.274 0.253 0.238 0.227 0.218 0.211
0.347 0.314 0.295 0.281 0.271 0.263 0.257
3.0 0.432 0.390 0.365 0.347 0.334 0.323 0.314
0.482 0.446 0.425 0.410 0.400 0.391 0.384
3.5 0.562 0.520 0.493 0.475 0.461 0.450 0.440
0.621 0.587 0.568 0.554 0.545 0.537 0.531
4.0 0.687 0.648 0.624 0.608 0.595 0.584 0.576
0.746 0.719 0.703 0.693 0.686 0.681 0.677
4.5 0.794 0.763 0.743 0.730 0.720 0.711 0.704
0.845 0.827 0.816 0.810 0.806 0.802 0.800
5.0 0.875 0.853 0.839 0.830 0.823 0.817 0.812
0.915 0.904 0.898 0.895 0.893 0.891 0.890
5.5 0.931 0.917 0.908 0.902 0.898 0.894 0.892
0.958 0.952 0.949 0.948 0.947 0.947 0.947
- n o  -
Table 5.5
The exact size level of the test of Hq at the common proportion k, with k 
treatment populations, nominal size a  = 0.10, and the sample sizes N, n0, n. 
|7 | = | r |01 i is the critical point.k,°o,----=r
N  ( nQ, n ) 7t=0. 1 71=0.2 7t=0.3 ai ii o 7t=0.5
k - 2 364 (150, 107) 0.107 0.101 0.101 0.102 0.102
\T\ = 1.927 271 (113, 79) 0.100 0.099 0.100 0.100 0.100
211 ( 87, 62) 0.101 0.099 0.102 0.101 0.098
164 ( 68, 48) 0.096 0.095 0.098 0.101 0.102
126 ( 52, 37) 0.099 0.087 0.101 0.101 0.099
k = 3 515 (188, 109) 0.098 0.099 0.101 0.100 0.102
\T\ = 2.087 385 (142, 81) 0.097 0.102 0.098 0.100 0.100
304 (112, 64) 0.098 0.102 0.097 0.098 0.099
239 ( 89, 50) 0.095 0.103 0.101 0.106 0.099
189 ( 69, 40) 0.112 0.100 0.102 0.102 0.103
k = 4 665 (221, 111) 0.100 0.098 0.101 0.099 0.106
|T| = 2.198 498 (166, 83) 0.098 0.103 0.102 0.100 0.100
390 (130, 65) 0.108 0.103 0.101 0.100 0.104
316 (104, 53) 0.102 0.105 0.101 0.096 0.100
252 ( 84, 42) 0.100 0.101 0.104 0.098 0.097
k = 5 801 (246, 111) 0.102 0.102 0.101 0.100 0.099
|J | = 2.282 611 (191, 84) 0.101 0.103 0.100 0.101 0.101
490 (150, 68) 0.104 0.099 0.103 0.100 0.101
390 (120, 54) 0.102 0.108 0.104 0.102 0.101
314( 99, 43) 0.107 0.098 0.101 0.100 0.100
k = 6 945 (273, 112) 0.100 0.103 0.101 0.100 0.100
m  = 2.350 722 (212, 85) 0.103 0.100 0.102 0.101 0.101
579 (165, 69) 0.106 0.104 0.104 0.101 0.104
471 (135, 56) 0.107 0.103 0.103 0.100 0.102
376 (112, 44) 0.105 0.102 0.100 0.100 0.101
- I l l  -
Table 5.6
The exact value of P* defined in equation (5.29) of the test with k treat­
ment populations, nominal size a  = 0 . 10, the sample sizes N , nQ, n, and 
a = 0 . 1, 0 .2. |7 | = |T |01 i is the critical point.
N "0 n a II o
 
*—* a=0.2
k = 2 364 150 107 0.40 0.90
\T\ =1.927 271 113 79 0.32 0.80
211 87 62 0.27 0.70
164 68 48 0.23 0.60
126 52 37 0.20 0.50




00 109 0.38 0.90
\T\ = 2.087 385 142 81 0.30 0.80
304 112 64 0.26 0.70
239 89 50 0.22 0.60
189 69 40 0.20 0.50
k = 4 665 221 111 0.37 0.90
\T\ = 2.198 498 166 83 0.29 0.80
390 130 65 0.25 0.70
316 104 53 0.21 0.60
252 84 42 0.19 0.50
k = 5 801 246 111 0.35 0.90
|T| = 2.282 611 191 84 0.28 0.80
490 150 68 0.24 0.70
390 120 54 0.21 0.60
314 99 43 0.18 0.50
VOII 945 273 112 0.34 0.90
|T| = 2.350 722 212 85 0.28 0.80
579 165 69 0.24 0.70
471 135 56 0.21 0.60
376 112 44 0.18 0.50
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Chapter 6
Summary of results and directions for future research
6.1 Summary of results
6.2 Some further research topics
6.3 Non-parametric problems
6.1 Summary of results
The concept which runs through this thesis is that of the alternative 
hypothesis partitioning approach presented in chapter 1. Generally speaking, this 
idea is applicable to any test problem where power consideration is involved.
For the one-way fixed effects analysis of variance model, we propose the
difference zones of the forms 0 1 = {p : max > b0 } and
l<i<k
@2 = {p.: max |p.-p.| > bQ }, which are more intuitive than the traditionally 
1 <ij<k J
* -  9used 0 =  {p : £  (pt-p) >b0 ). For guaranteeing large power levels for 0 X 
i= l
(i = 1, 2), range type tests are usually superior to F-test. But for guaranteeing 
small power levels (close to size a) for 0 1 (i = 1, 2), the F-test is usually supe­
rior to range type tests. The implementation of the Studentised range test and F- 
test for guaranteeing the power requirements for ©* is discussed fully in chapter 
2. The problem of testing the equality of k Bernoulli success probabilities is dis­
cussed in chapter 4. A test is proposed, whose exact size and the power at the




In chapter 5, we consider the problem of comparing k treatments with a
control. We show how to chose proper sample sizes from the treatments and the
control to guarantee the power levels for the difference zones
= ( P : max (p..-—jin) ^ a(5 } and ®A2 = ( P : max |p t- p 0| > act } by using 
l<i<Jk 1 <i<,k
Dunnett’s one-sided and two-sided tests respectively. The similar problem for 
Bernoulli data is also consider in chapter 5.
In the next two sections, we discuss some possible directions for further 
research.
6.2 Some further research topics
In the preceding chapters we have discussed the problems of simultaneously 
testing the null hypothesis Hq : Pi = ... = p*> the equality of k treatment 
means, and the null hypothesis Hq : pj = ... = p^ . = p0, the equality of k 
treatment means and a control mean. The most obvious direction of further 
research is to consider testing the null hypothesis
Hq : (H l  ... . n* ) = ( n f ,  , ... , )
against the general alternative hypothesis "not Hq", where ( |i®, ... , p® ) is a 
known constant vector. The usual test procedure for this problem is the Studen- 
tised maximum modulus test procedure introduced by Tukey ( see Miller (1966) ), 
which
reject Hq iff max | -  p® |/S > |m |“ v ,
where Xit 1 < i < k are assumed to be independently normally distributed ran­
dom variables with means p j, ... , p* and common variance a 2, S 2 is a %2 
estimator of a 2 with v degrees of freedom independent of X lf  ... , Xk, and 
|m |“ v is the upper a-point of the Studentised maximum modulus distribution 
with parameters k , v. The questions that need to be answered are then: first, how 
to guarantee the power level of the Studentised maximum modulus test for the 
difference zone of the form
®A = ( 11 = ( Hi ) : U {  2 a f  ) } ,
1=1
where a®, 1 < i < k, are preassigned positive constants; secondly, what is the
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form of the maximin test procedure for the above test problem, and the relation­
ship between the maximin test and the maximum modulus test.
A second direction of further research could be to consider distributional 
assumptions other than normal or binomial. For example, the simultaneous com­
parison of k poisson populations, or simultaneous comparison of the location 
parameters of k uniform distributions.
A third direction we could take is to consider models with certain structures.
For example, consider the simplest linear regression model
yt- = a + b Xi + ei , 1 < i < k
where e = ( , ... , ek ) ~ Nk(0, a 21), and we are interested in testing the null
hypothesis
Hq : ( a, b ) = ( a0, b0 )
against the general alternative "not H q ", where a0, b0 are constants. The prob­
lems are then: what is the proper form of the difference zone? which test pro­
cedure should be used for the above test problem? how may the power level for 
the employed test procedure and the defined difference zone be guaranteed? and 
how to design the experiment in the sense of choosing proper values of
x 1, ... , xk (in  some interval) to maximise the least favourable power?
A fourth possible direction is to extend our ideas to the order restrictions 
model where the treatment means are known to have a certain ordering. Various 
test procedures have been developed for this problem, but little information is 
available on the power properties of such procedures.
Generally speaking, our ideas are applicable to any test problem where a
power consideration is involved. An alternative approach to the multiple com­
parison problem is to design experiments to control confidence interval lengths; in 
this case, a sample size should be chosen so that the confidence intervals will 
simultaneously cover the true parameters and be sufficiently narrow with the 
required probability. This method has certain advantages since the probability of 
correct multiple comparisons inferences will be guaranteed. Some work on this 
topic has already been performed ( see, for example, Hsu (1988) ). In the next 
section we consider some non-parametric problems.
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6.3 Non-parametric problems
Consider the problem of performing a hypothesis test on the location parame­
ter of an unknown univariate distribution. The usual test procedure for this prob­
lem is the sign test which will guarantee type one error probability without any 
assumptions regarding the form of the unknown distribution. However, without 
such assumptions being made, very little can be guaranteed about the power func­
tion of the test procedure. One way to avoid this problem is to define a class of 
distributions which is believed to contain the unknown distribution in question, 
and then to obtain lower bounds on the power function for this class of distribu­
tions. The class of distributions should be wide enough to contain any distribution 
which may occur in practice, yet restrictive enough to produce useful bounds on 
the power function. The distribution in the class which achieves the lower bound 
on the power functions is called the least favourable distribution.
We consider here only the class of distributions with symmetric, unimodal 
densities. Unimodal densities have received considerable attention in statistical 
literature ( see, for example, Dharmadhikari and Joag-dev (1988) ) and have intui­
tive appeal, while the requirement of symmetry will in many cases be automatic 
when, for example, the data arises as the differences of i.i.d. random variables. 
This class also contains the normal distribution and other common distributions. 
For non-parametric test procedures, usually, only the size of the test is considered. 
In the following, we will shown how to assess the power properties of a test pro­
cedure by assuming that the real distribution is symmetric and unimodal.
Suppose we have data Xi , ... , Xn which are i.i.d. random variables with 
an unknown mean p., and we want to carry out a hypothesis test on the value of 
p. when the distribution of the Xf is only assumed to be unimodal and sym­
metric about p. Below, we will discuss two approaches to this problem, namely, 
the sign test and the test based on the sample mean X. We will consider only 
one-sided tests, as two-sided situations are essentially no different.
A size a  one-sided sign test of
H0 : p = 0 against HA : p > 0
is to reject the null hypothesis if the number of positive exceeds the critical 
value c, where c is chosen such that
P ( £ (« , Vi) > c ) = a ,
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where B(n, Vi) is a binomial random variable with parameters n and V2. This 
test procedure is, in fact, valid for any distribution with median p. However, the 
conditions of unimodality and symmetry allow a lower bound to be obtained for 
the power function. The power of the test is P( B(n, p) > c ) where
p = P ( X 1 > 0) = 1 -  ViP( > p ) .
Notice that P( B(n, p) > c ) will increase as p increases, so in order to obtain 
a lower bound on the power function we only need to obtain the upper bound on
P{ IX j-n l > n }
assuming the unimodality and symmetry of the distribution of X 1 about p.. Now 
we have the Gauss inequalities:
P( 1*1 ^ d ) £ •
1 — i — , d 2 < — o2•v3o 3
d 2 S 4 a 2 
9 d2 3
where the random variable Y is assumed to have a distribution symmetric and 
unimodal about zero, o2 is the variance of Y, and d is any positive constant. 
The extremal distributions of the above inequalities are
d 2 < -^G1 => rectangular on [-V 3c , V3a]
n 4 0 3 3d* > -r-az => rectangular on [ - — d, — d] plus mass at p
( See Karlin & Studden (1966) p.483 ). By applying these inequalities, a lower 
bound on the power function of the test procedure can be obtained in terms of 
p/a, where a2 is the variance of X±. This lower bound is strict in the sense 
that there exists a unimodal symmetric distribution ( rectangular with possibly a 
mass at the mode ) for which the lower bound is attained.
We now consider the one-sided hypothesis test of
H0 : p = 0 against HA : p > 0
which rejects the null hypothesis whenever the sample mean X > c. It is well 
known that the convolution of two symmetric unimodal densities is symmetric and 
unimodal ( see, for example, Eaton (1987) p.7 ), and so the distribution of X  is 
unimodal and symmetric about p. Therefore, since the variance of X  is o2/nt
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the Gauss inequalities allow the calculation of the following upper bounds on the 
size of the test procedure in terms of o2:
1 c^n









These inequalities enable the critical point c to be chosen to guarantee a required 
size a ; e.g. if a  < 1/6 (so  that the bottom inequality is pertinent) then a criti­
cal value c = (W2/(9«a) is required. Notice that this requires a 2, or at least an 
upper bound for a 2, to be specified.
The Gauss inequalities may also be applied to give a lower bound on the 
power function for fi > c (fo r (I < c, there is no positive bound on the power 
function ):
power = P( X - \i  > c -\i  )
= \ -  Vi P( |X -n | > \ i-c  )
J_ qi-cW/T 
2 2V3a
C < |X ^ c + 2c




If the critical value given above for a  £ 1/6 is used, then the power function 





1 a / X
3 V na < 5 <
2
V3tT 31 a/x V na
8 >
3 y na
Thus it can be seen that the assumptions of unimodality and symmetry are 
sufficient to enable the employment of this simple test procedure for which the 
critical points and power properties are readily calculable without the use of any 
tables. However, the problem arising here is that the lower bound on the power 
function is not traceable, i.e. X  cannot have the least favourable distribution. 
This is because the rectangular distribution ( with possibly a mass at the middle ) 
cannot arise as the convolution of any unimodal symmetric distribution, which can
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be seen from the fact that as n —> <», the distribution of X  tends to normality 
regardless of the distribution of the So, inequalities similar to the Gauss ine­
qualities need to be derived for the distribution formed as the n-th convolution of 
a unimodal symmetric distribution. Such inequalities should be tighter than those 
derived from the Gauss inequalities. If such inequalities could be found, then the 
lower bound of the power function could be improved. It seems, however, that 
such inequalities are not simple to derive. Some related problems have been stu­
died in the literature, see, for example, Hoeffding (1955), Hoeffding & Shrikhande 
(1955), and Rustagi (1957).
Above, we considered the problem for the class of distributions which are 
symmetric and unimodal. We can also consider the problem for other classes of 
distributions, for example, the class of unimodal distributions. Another problem is 
how to extend the above ideas to the multiple comparison problems. Suppose 
Xij, 1 <i<Jc, 1 <j£n are k independent samples with n independent observa­
tions in each samples. The observations are assumed to have the distributions
X^ ~ F( x~Qi ) , 1 < i< £, 1 < j  < n,
where F(.) is a fixed (unknown) distribution function. The parameters 0{- are 
not uniquely defined because of the arbitrariness of the distribution. However, the 
differences 0, - 0 ;- are uniquely defined, and these are the parametric quantities of 
interest. The null hypothesis is
Ho : 0! = 02 = ... = 0* .
The alternative is simply "not Hq". The usual non-parametric test procedures for 
this problem are based on the rank or signed rank ( see Miller(1981) for details ). 
We, however, want to use the following test procedure
reject Ho iff max |X ,-X .| > c ,
1 < i , j < k
where Xt is the sample mean of the ith population, and c is a critical point. To 
determine the size of this test, we need some inequality in the form
P « max IX; ~X: | > c 
1 <i,j<k J
► < ?  (6.1)
We propose the above test procedure because of its intuitive appeal and the ease 
of deriving the simultaneous confidence intervals for the pairwise differences 
0{ - 0; from the test procedure. The derivation of an inequality along the lines of
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(6.1) is of interest by itself.
In Theorem 6.1 below, we give one such inequality, which is an immediate 
consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1 ( Dharmadhikari & Joag-dev (1985))
Let Y be a random variable with a unimodal distribution. 
a e R, r > 0, and Tr = E (\Y -a \r). Then, for every c > 0,
sxr- c r
Let
\Y -  a \>  c f<  max T Lr. t - r r r - r
. ( j - l ) c r r + l
where s satisfies the conditions
s > r + 1 and 5(5- r - l ) r = r r .
Lemma 6.2 ( David (1970) p.46-50 )
Let Z j, ... , Zk be i.i.d. random variables with distribution G(.). If G(.) 
is continuous and strictly increasing, and its variance equals one, then




The extreme c.d.f. is determined by
G*-1 -  ( l - O )*-1
X = B
Combination of the above two lemmas gives the following theorem, which 
enables us to obtain an upper bound for the probability
P « max \X:-XA > c l<i,j<k 1
i.i.d.
Theorem 6.1 Suppose Xy ( \<i<k, 1 <j<n ) ~ F(x-0). If
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(i) F (.) is continuous, strictly increasing, and its variance exists and is equal to
a 2.
(ii) Rk = max \X:-X:\ is unimodally distributed. 
l < i , j < k  J
then
P{ Rk > c > 0 } < max - (1+V2M-C A 
<2c ' 2c I ’
where A = ckB/^n, and B is as defined in Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.1
By taking r = 1, a = 0, and Y = Rk in Lemma 6.1, we have
(l+V2)£ i? .-c  ERk
P{ Rk > c ) < max • --------= -------- , ——
<2c 2c
This, and Lemma 6.2 with Z; = 'tnXJcs immediately give the results of the 
theorem #
However, the problem here is that the upper bound for the probability 
P { Rk > c } given in the theorem is not strict. This is because the extreme dis­
tribution for Lemma 6.2 is not the extreme distribution for Lemma 6.1. So the 
inequality in the theorem could be improved. Another problem in deriving such 
inequalities is whether conditions such as unimodality should be imposed on Rk 
or G(.). If conditions are imposed on Rk, then what kind of G(.) will form 
such Rkl
The above problem arises from the "non-parametricisation" of the Studentised 
range test. Many similar problems can also arise. Further research could be to 
find the lower bound on the power functions of such test procedures.
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Appendix
This appendix contains some definitions and theorems which are required in 
the preceding chapters.
Definition 1 ( majorisation )
Let a = ( d i , a2t ... , ak ) and b = ( b2, ... , bk ). In addition let
a[\\ ^  0[2] -  ••• -  a[k] ^[i] -  b[2] -  ••• -  b[k] denote the ordered com­
ponents of a and b. Then a is said to majorise b ( written as a »  b ), if
k k
E  a > II M J5
-
i=  1 1=1
k k




Definition 2 ( Schur-concavity )
The function /(x) : R* —» R is called Schur-concave if
a »  b => /(a ) < /(b )
for all a , b e R*.
Some sufficient or necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to be 
Schur-concave can be seen in Marshall & Olkin (1979).
Theorem A1 ( Marshall & Olkin (1974) )
Suppose that x = ( jq , ... , xk ) has a Schur-concave joint density function 
/(x). Let A c  R* be a Lebesgue-measurable set such that
a e A , a »  b => b e A  (Al)
Then
J f ( x -  Q)  dx
A
is a Schur-concave function of 0.
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Note A1 Condition (Al) in Theorem A1 is satisfied whenever A is a permuta­
tion invariant convex set ( see Marshall & Olkin (1974) ).
Definition 3 ( log-concavity )
The function /(x ) : R* —> [0, °°) is called log-concave if 
/ ( (XX + ( l - a ) y  ) > [ /(  x )]“ [ /(  y )]!-“ 
for all 0 < a  < 1, and x, y e R*.
Theorem A2 ( Prekopa (1973) )
Let /  be defined on RmxRn and suppose that /  is log-concave. Then,
the function h defined on Rm by
h(u) = J / ( u, v) d \  ,
R"
and assumed to be finite for u e Rm, is log-concave.
Definition 4 ( unimodality )
The function /(x ) : R* —> [0, <») is called unimodal if the set
Du = { x | /(x ) > u } c  R*
is convex for all u > 0.
Theorem A3 ( Mudholkar (1969))
If the function fo(x) : R —» [0, «>) is log-concave, then the function
defined by
/(X) = n fo(xi) : Rk -» [0, ~)
i=  1
is a unimodal function.
Theorem A4 ( Anderson (1955))
Let the function /(x ) : R* —> [0, «>) be symmetric about the origin and
unimodal. Let A c R *  be symmetric about the origin and convex. If
J / (  x + Xy ) dx < oo ( in the Lebesgue sense ), then
A
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for all y g  R
Theorem A5
If ah b 
b[i] * ••• ^  b\
j  / (  x + Xy ) dx  > J / (  x + y ) dx
A A
k and all X g  [0 , 1].
( Hardy, Littlewood & Polya (1952) p.261 )
I, i = 1, ... , k are two sets of numbers, and < ... < a
[jt] denote the ordered at-, bit 1 < i < k, then 
k k k
Z a[i] b[k-i+1] ^ Z ai bi ^ Z a[i] b[i) •
i= 1 t=l i=l
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